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ABSTRACT
The principle of pulse modulatlon used in case of coherent scatter radars
(MST radars) and incoherent scatter radars (IS radars) is first discussed. Cohe-
rent detection and the corresponding system configuration is delineated, Antenna
requirements and design are outlined and the phase-coherent transmltter/recelver
system Is described. Transmit/receive duplexers, transmitters, receivers, qua-
drature detectors are explained. The radar control}er, integrator, decoder and
correlator design as well as the data transfer and the control and monitoring by
the host computer Is dellneated. Typical operatlon parameters of some well-known
radars are finally summarised,
I. INTRODUCTION TO PRINCIPLES OF THE ATMOSPHERIC RADAR TECHNIQUE
This tutorial lecture note alms to glve a general summary and overview on
the MST radar and the incoherent scatter radar technique. With the MST radars
the mesosphere, stratosphere and the troposphere are investigate_, whereas with
!ncoherent scatter (IS) radars the ionosphere is investigated. It Is not in-
tended to present here a review for experts working in thls field, bit rather to
give an overview to newcomers to allow a basic introduction for those who are
joining this research fleld. For more specific technical descriptions of the
radar technique In general and the atmospheric radar technique in particular.
the reader ts referred to other books and articles, such as those by SKOLNIK
(1970), HARDY (1972), WILSON and HILLER (1972), BATTAN (1973), GOSSARD and
STRAUCH (1983), DOVIAK and _RNIC (1984). Very specified descriptions of MST
radar techniques can be found in Handbooks for MAP (BOWHILL and EDWARDS, 1983,
1984, 1986), an explicit and useful explanation of the MST and incoherent scat-
ter MU radar was published by FUKAO et el. (1985a,b), and a review of UHF and
VHF radar techniques for atmospheric research and wlnd profiler applications was
recently prepared by ROTTGER and LARSEN (1989). Good overviews on the incoherent
scatter radar technique are given by EVANS (1969). BARON (1977) and HAGFORS
(1977). Since important features of the MST and IS radar hardware result from
certain principles of the baslc radar technique, the scattering mechanlsms and
the data acquisition procedures, these will be briefly outlined in the course of
this lecture note, whlch, however, mainly aims towards the description of radar
instrumentation. Further tutorial introductions to the applications of MST and
IS radars in atmospheric and Ionospheric research can be found in the other ar-
ticles published in this volume of the Handbook for MAP.
We will describe here the very baslc technlcal prlnclples, which are pro-
found in all radar applications but are usually adjusted according to sDeciflc
requirements of certain scientific experiments and operational realizations.
Some of those are outlined in the following chapters end for more details than
glven In this tutorlal or the in mentioned reviews the reader ls referred to the
relevant literature summarlzed in the reference list at the end of thiI Deist.
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1.1. Basics of Pulsed Doppler Radars
Usually the MST radars as well as the incoherent scatter radars apply the
conventional pulse modulation technique, i.e. a short radar pulse is transmitted
as shown in the sketch of Fig. 1, and the backscattered radar echo from a range
r (or altitude z) Is recelved after the time t. Sampling the received echoes as
function of time then allows to evaluate the echoes from different ranges
r =ct/2, where c is the propagation velocity of the radar signal, namely the
speed of light for the radars operating in the VHF and UHF bands.
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Figure I. Principle of a pulsed Doppler radar:
A transmitted radar pulse is scattered by some refractive
index irregularity at the ranges r. The backscattered radar
signal is received after the time of flight t from the
ranges r = ct/2, where c Is the speed of light. Usually the
power or Doppler spectrum (as shown in the lower insert) is
computed for signals received in certain range gates and the
basic parameters total power P, Doppler shift fo and the
spectrum width o are deduced. In addition further useful
parameters can be determined from the particular shapes of
Doppler spectra.
The procedure of pulse radar is described in some more detail in Fig. 2.
Let a pulsed electromagnetic wave be transmltted at the time TI. The pulse
duration of this radar signal shall be _tt. For simplificatlon the pulse shape
is assumed to be rectangular, but in real applications it may be a smoothed
trapezoid or triangle or Gausslan shaped. In a nondispersive propagatlon medium
(at the high freauencles used in the MST and IS radar application the refractive
index is very close to one such that dispersion does not have to be considered)
the pulse travels with the speed of light c and reaches the range r= after the
time tl = r=/c. A target at r= can scatter or reflect the radar signal in some
directions. A small fraction returns to the location of the transmitter, where
this radar echo will be received after the time t1' = 2tI = 2r=/c. Thls yields
the basic relation r = ct/2, which allows determination of the range of any
radar target by measuring the round-trip time t. This relation holds for mono-
static radars (transmitter and receiver are at almost the same locatlon). For
bistatic radars (with the recelver separated horlzontally from the transmitter
by a distance comparable to or larger than the ranges to the target) a modified
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Figure 2. Range-time diagram explalning the main features
of pu|se transmission and scattering from a volume target
at the range r and the reception after a tlme t (see text
for the explanation of the other parameters).
expression has to be applied. Bistatic or multistatic operation will not be
discussed in detail here, but is just mentloned for completeness (see Evans,
1969, for more details).
Since the transmitted pulse has a finite duration 6tt, tts tralllng edge
will reach the range ra at a time ti+6tt, and reach the receiver at 2tl+6tt =
t_'+_tt. If the radar target is a thin reflecting surface (called discrete,
single or hard target scattering), the shape of the received pulse Is the re-
plica of the transmitted pulse. Now assume that many scatterers fill all ranges
along the radar beam (called soft target or volume scatterlng). It is then
obvious from Fig. 2 that echoes from the range between ra-6r/2 and ra reach the
recelver simultaneously at tl', and those from r= to r,+Sr/2 are recelved at
t_'+6tt. The pu|se of duration 5tt, thus, at one tlme illuminates a volume at r=
extended along a range 6r = c.5tt/2. This is the range gate or range cell from
which the radar echoes are received. Fig. 2 shows that most of the echo power
results from the range r=, and minimum power is received from r=±6r/2. Thus, the
resulting range weighting function of the single range gate centered around r=
is a triangle.
Because of the finite receiver bandwidth (usually matched to the bandwidth
of the transmitted pulse) the receiver gate has a finite width In time. The
receiver pulse response (given by about the inverse of the receiver bandwidth)
distorts the received pulse by smoothing its leading and trailing edges and thus
delaying it by about the receiver response time. The transmitter pulse length
6tt, to which the receiver response tlme is matched, determines the range reso-
lution 5r. The instrumental distortions of the radar pulse are not depicted in
Fig. 2 to maintain the clearness of survey, but they eventually have to be
considered in the final analysis of the radar data.
In radar applications short pulses are normally transmitted periodically,
i.e. the n-th pulse follows the (n-1)-th pulse after a specified time. For
convenience this time period ls set here to be a multiple (K>I) of 6tt. This
time (Tn-Tn-1) is called the lnterpulse period T4=p, IPP, T4 or just T. Its
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inverse ls called the pulse repetition frequency fDrf = 1/T,=,. The off-on-ratio
of the transmitter T_DD/6tt-1 determines approximately the range from which
radar echoes can be unambiguously received (in units of range resolution). It is
more customary, however, to use the ratio d = 6tt/T,D,, which ts called duty
cycle or duty factor. The average transmitter power P=, to be averaged over
(more than) one interpulse period, is the product of the duty cycle and the
transmitter pulse peak power PD, i.e. P= = d-Pp. In Table 1 the beslc technical
terms used in radar applications are summarised.
TABLE 1
DEFINITION OF TECHNICAL TERMS
USED IN ATMOSPHERIC RADAR EXPERIMENTS:
transmitter
pulse rada_
F_ signal F_ pP
-_ }
&tt ' _ t
i
0
T = interpulse perlod (IPP), also T4ep
I/T --pulse repetition frequency (PRF)
5tt = transmitter pulse length (duration)
Pp = transmitter peak power
5tt/T = d = duty cycle
dPD = average transmitter power
r = cto/2 = one-way distance to the radar target
Assume that the radar echo power is due to volume scatter and that isotro-
pic scatterers totally fill the radar beam. Then the recelved radar echo power
P= ls given by the radar equation:
AP_ 5rq
P= = , (1)
8iirz
where A is the effective antenna area and q Is the radar reflectlvity.
If the radar echo is due to reflection from a large surface of a refractive
index discontinuity, which Is stratified perpendicular to the radar wave propa-
gation, the received radar echo power Pr iS glven by:
P= A= 1912
Pr -- (2)
4rio 2r2
where _ is the amplitude reflection coefficient of the surface. For MST radar
applicatlons the reflection coefficlent can be very small, resultlng in Dartlal
reflection. In many cases of radar observations scattering takes place, and
particularly in Ionosphere observations wlth IS radars the only mechanlsm Is
(incoherent) scattering. The partial reflection mechanism Is difficu]t to be
distinguished from anlsotropic scatter, which both have a pronounced aspect
sensitivity (dependence of echo power on beam dlrectlon) observed wlth the long
wavelength MST radars. We refer to detailed explanations of these effects, which
are for instance outlined in other articles of thls book (e.g., HOCKING, 1989).
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As compared to radar echoes from single hard targets (e.g. airplanes),
where the echo power is proportional to r-4 , P, and Pr are proportional to r-z .
This is simply explained by the fact that the volume or the partially reflecting
surface or layer of the atmosphere, which is lllumlnated by the radar beam, Is
not constant but increases with the square of the range. We particularly have to
note the direct dependency of the received signal Dower on the transmitted peak
power Pp and the antenna area A, which means that both these quantities should
be optlmlsed. For the reason that the sensitivity of the radars is directly
determined by these two parameters, transmitter power and antenna aperture, the
quantity "power-aperture product P-A" is used often as the main indicator of the
radar capability or sensitivity and it allows a better comparlson of measure-
ments done at different radars. Also the term signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which
is the ratio of signal power Pi,r and noise power Pn, is used frequently to
determine the echo signal strength although this can be mlsleading because the
noise level varies particularly with frequency and antenna look angle, with
receiver front-end sensitivity and with loss rates of the antenna and feed
systems.
Because in normal radar operations the pulse repetitlon frequency Is kept
constant, i.e. the transmitted pulse traln is perlodic, range-aliaslng may
occur. This ambiguity is depicted in Fig. 2. At time t2' an echo of the pulse
at T_ Is received from range ra, and an echo of the pulse at TI is received from
range rb. Of course higher order range-aliasing can occur from ranges rn =
c(t+(n-1)T_Dp)/2. Because these echoes return from separate scatter volumes, the
echo signals are uncorrelated but still their power accumulates in the same
receiver range gate. If no special arrangements (e.g. pulse-codlng, frequency
changes or non-periodic Tipp) are being made, the maximum unambiguous range is
rmax = C'_ipp/2. The minlmum range rmin obviously is given by the pulse duration
_tt plus some instrumentally entailed transition time between transmission and
reception.
Assume that a bulk motion carries the scatterers or reflectors in the
volume at range r. Because of the Doppler effect, the rate of change of phase ¢
of the returned signal is then d¢/dt = 4_/no-dr/dt, where ho is the radar wave-
length. When V' is the (radial) velocity in direction of the radar signal path,
V' = dr/dr. The phase change d¢/dt is the angular Doppler frequency Qo = 2Rfo,
which yields fo = -2V'/no. Since the radar slgnal is pulsed at a frequency fprf,
i.e. the radar echo is sampled at a rate T_,p, this yields the maximum Doppler
frequency to be resolved by pulse-to-pulse analysis (Nyquist frequency): fo=ax =
fprf/2 = I/2TIpD. This corresponds to a maxlmum radial velocity V'max =
_ofomax/2 and VYBax = noc/Brmax. V'max, as deflned here, Is much larger than any
realistic velocity observed in the lower and middle atmosphere.
In cases of large Doppler shift and/or large spectrum widths, i.e. the
inverse of the signal correlation time, which are observed for incoherent scat-
ter echoes from the ionospheric E- and F-region, the maxlmum frequency cannot be
resolved by the pulse-to-pulse technique and other means have to be applied. The
difference of "coherent signals" observed in MST radar applicatlons and "incohe-
rent signals" observed in IS radar applications is sketched In Fig. 3. For short
signal correlation times (shorter than the Interpulse period) all samples for
the autocorrelation function and the spectrum analysis have to be taken during a
single interpulse period (incoherent slgnal). For long correlation times (longer
than the interpulse period) these samples need to be taken during several inter-
pulse periods (coherent signals), which is called "pulse-to-pulse" technique.
Details of the corresponding instrumental configurations are discussed in the
followlng Chapter 1.2 and of the data acquisition in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3. Range-time-amplitude diagrams for coherent (underspread) and
incoherent (overspread) signals. The dots mark the sample points, which
are used to compute autocorrelation functions ACF. The tables symbolize
that for coherent signals coherent integrations (11,12 .... ) are performed
for fixed range gates over several interpulse periods, then the ACFs are
computed which are finally accumulated (IACF). This is called "pulse-to-
pulse technique". For incoherent signals the ACFs are computed within
every interpulse period (ACFI, ACF2 .... ) and are accumulated (IACF).
1.2. An Overview of Particular Radar Systems
Radars operating in the extended frequency range from MF (medium frequency)
to UHF (ultra-high frequency) are used to investigate the structure end dynamics
of the troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere and thermosphere/ionosphere. In
Table 2 different kinds of radars and their basic technical parameters are
summarized. The MF radars, making use of partial reflection from electron den-
sity Irregularltles, are particularly applied to measure electron density pro-
files of the ionospheric D-reglon and lower E-reglon as well as the norlzonta]
wind velocity In this altitude range, comprising the mesosphere and lower ther-
mosphere. The HF radars (conventJonally known as lonosondes) and the 1onospherlc
irregularity scatter radars (somewhat ambiguously also called "coherent radars")
are used to study total reflections from the ionosphere and scattering from E-
and F-reglon plasma irregularities. The meteor radars make use of echoes retur-
ned from meteor trails to measure wlnd velocities in the upper mesosphere and
lower thermosphere. The mesosphere-stratosphere-troposphere (MST/ST) radars,
detecting echoes from turbulence-lnduced inhomogeneitles of the radio refractive
index, are applied to Investlgate winds, waves, turbulence and stability In the
indicated altitude regions. Incoherent scatter (also called Thomson scatter)
radars, making use of scatter from free electrons, are applied to study the
ionosphere and thermosphere. IS radar echoes from the O-reglon also have long
coherence times like MST radar echoes. We concentrate here on the basic prin-
ciples and applications of the Incoherent scatter (IS) and the MST radars, but
we note that many principles apply also to the other kinds of radars.
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TABLE 2
RADARMETHODSFOR INVESTIGATIONSOF ]HE LOWERAND MIDDLEAIMOSPHERE
AND THE THERMOSPHERE/IONOSPHERE
Typical operatzon parameters (approximate)
Radar
Method
MF Radar
HF Radar'
Coherent Radar"
Meteor Radar
MST Radar
Incoherent
Scatter Radar
ST Radar
Frequency
Range
MFoHF
HF
HF-VHF
HF-VHF
VHF
VHF-UHF
VHF-SHF
Wavelength Average
fl in m Power
in kW
150-50 0.01-1
300-10 0,01-5
30-I 0.1-1
10-6 O.l-IO
6-7 l-IO0
1.4-0.25 100-300
6-0.1 1-500
Antenna Hezght
Dizenszon Region
in n
I-IO M,L
0.5-I lhllo
5-30 Ih/]o
2-10 N,LT
5-50 M,S,I
100-300 R,LI
10-500 S,I
MF : 0.3-3,0 MHz
HF : 3.0-30 MHz
VHF : 30-300 HHz
UHF : 300-_000 RNz
SHF : 3-30 SHz
' = Ionosonde
B : Besosphere
S : Stratosphere
T : Troposphere
L] = Lower Thermosphere
Tht]o = Thermospherel[onosphere
+ = Irregularity Scatter
The HST radars operate in the lower VHF band around 50 MHZ, correspondlng
to wavelengths around 6 m. Since quasi-vertlcal antenna beam directions are
used, ranges are roughly equal to altitudes. For MST radar observatlons of the
lower and middle atmosphere the range limits r=mx are between 10-20 km and 100
km. This yields typical pulse repetition frequencies between 10 kHz and I kHz.
Altitude resolutions from about I km down to at least 100 m are reaulred to
resolve typical vertlcal scales in the troposphere, stratosphere and the meso-
sphere. Thls corresponds to pulse lengths of aPout 1-10 Us. Thus, typical duty
cycles are between about 10 -I and 10 -a. Longer coded pulses are freauently used,
which is discussed in Chapter 4.5.
MST radars make use of scattering and reflectlon from variatlons of huml-
dity, temperature and electron density, Induced by turbulence In the lower and
middle atmosphere. Essentially, MST radars can observe: the 3-dimenslonal wind
vector, atmospherlc reflectivlty and stability, and morphology of turbulence and
waves. The continuous measurements wlth MST radars offer very good ouallty and
quantity middle atmosphere observations of wind veloclties. MST radars operate
at frequencies around 50 MHz, and therefore are also called VHF radars (VHF =
very high frequency band between 30 MHz and 300 MHz). Higher frequency radars
most]y cover only the troposphere and stratosphere. Typlcal Peak powers of VHF
radars are between 1 kW and 1MW. Range resolutions down to about 100 m and time
reso]utlons down to some ten second are possible. The antenna arrays with typt-
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resolutions down to some ten second are possible. The antenna arrays wlth tvpi-
ca1 dimensions of 1000 m2 to some 10000 m2 Dolnt close to the zenlth direction.
Coherent detection, digltal control and data acauisttion are mandatory as Is
described In Chapter 4.
There are basically two methods which are applied by HST radars, in parti-
cular to measure velocities, as is sketched In Fig. 4. One method uses a narrow
radar beam pointed into varlous directions and measures the Doppler shift of
echoes scattered from irregularities. This method is usually called the "Doppler
method" and for this reason these radars are also called "Doppler radars". The
other method uses three or more spaced antennas and the received echoes are
cross-correlated to determine the drift speed of irregularities and is called
"spaced antenna or SA method". Since the irregularities are usually moving with
the wlnd velocity, both methods are capable to measure the wind velocity. Al-
though both methods are basing on the same physical mechanism, in praxls the
technical implementation may favour one or the other of these methods. The
spaced antenna method can also be applied in the spatial domain radar interfero-
meter mode, which is advantageous for studying the structure of the scattering/-
reflecting irregularities. In all these applications a phase-coherent radar
system is applied, it is even required for the Doppler and the interferometer
method.
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Figure 4. The two principle methods of three-dimenslona] velocity measurements
wlth monostatlc _esosphere-}tratosphere-troposDhere (MST) radars. These
methods are the Doppler method using oblique beams to deduce the horizontal
and vertical velocity from the measured radial velocity, and the spaced
antenna method apply-ing drifting pattern measurements to deduce the horizon-
tal wind velocity.
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The smaller versions of th_s Oopa|er radar category, the stratosphere-
troposphere (ST) radars operate according to the same principle like the MST
radars, but freauently operate on higher freauencies in the UHF band wlth smal-
ler powers and antenna apertures of several ten sauare meters only. They are not
capable to detect echoes from the mesosphere since either their power-aperture
product Is too small, yielding too low a sensitivity, or their freauency lS so
high that their wavelength is in the Inertial subrange of refractive lndex
variations such that the scatter echoes are not detectable. These radars apply
the Doppler method to measure velocities and are mostly very capable to investi-
gate the lower atmosphere (particularly the troposphere and the boundary layer}
with a very good height resolution of some 10 meters or better.
The state of the art of the ST radars and their suitable applicability to
measure continuously the wind profiles in the troposphere and the lower strato-
sphere has attracted wide attention In the meteorological community. As a conse-
Quence such ST radars are included into meteorological research networks and
particular instrumentation ts being designed to allow long-term routine opera-
tions of these so-called wind profilers. Slnce this is a development by In-
dustrial companies, we will not dlscuss these particular designs In the context
of this tutorial. A short summary of system specifications of wlnd profilers,
however, can be found in Tables 6 and 7 in Chapter 6.
Figure 5. The prlnciple of tri-statlc !ncoherent scatter
(IS) radar measurements of the auroral Ionosphere by the EISCAT
UHF system with transmitter and receiver in Troms_, Norway,
and remote receivers in Kiruna, Sweden, and Sodankyia, Finland.
The incoherent scatter radars operate at VHF and UHF freauencles with a
much larger power-aperture product than the MST or ST radars. Mostly these
radars have large dish antennas or phased arrays occasionally with diameters of
several ten to hundred meters. Their peak powers are usually larger than 1MW,
their duty cycle can be up to 12 percent and their fastest interpulse period is
mostly not smaller than 1 ms. Pulses as long as I ms are used, but frequently
amplitude- or phase-coded. Typical altitude resolutions are 0.3 -50 km and time
resolutions of some minute to several 10 minutes are achieved. These differences
result from the fact that because of the very small volume reflectlvity of in-
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coherent scatter, the signal-to-noise ratios are mostly well below unity, where-
as the SNR is usually much larger than 1 In the HST radar case. ]he Incoherent
scatter radars particularly measure electron denslty, electron temperature, ion
temperature and ion velocity in the ionosphere. Fig. 5 shows the tri-statlc
incoherent scatter UHF-radar system of the EISCAT Scientific Association which
is operated in northern Scandinavia to study the auroral ionosphere. The tri-
static radar configuration is most useful to measure the three-dimensional
velocity with the best achievable accuracy. All the IS radars were also used for
studies of the stratosphere and the troposphere, although some instrumental
constraints had to be considered such as ground clutter, recelver recovery and
dynamic range limitations.
A list of these radars is found in Table 9 at the end of this a_ticle.
1.3. The Principle of Phase-Coherent Radar Systems
Incoherent or Thomson scatter is caused by fluctuations in the radio re-
fractive index at the radar Bragg wavelength resulting from thermal motions of
free electrons in the presence of ions in the ionosphere. Due to these random
motions the incoherent scatter signal Is widened in frequency and it needs to be
sampled fast enough to resolve the complete Doppler spectrum. In the lower
ionosphere collisions between Ions and neutrals impose the fluctuations of the
neutral atmosphere on the plasma and consequently on the electrons. Since these
fluctuatlons, although they can be strong in amplitude, do not contain such high
frequency components as the thermal motions, the incoherent scatter slgnal
displays a narrower spectrum, i.e. a longer coherence time in the lower iono-
sphere. Eventually, the structure of the plasma in the mesosphere (D-reglon)
will be completely governed by the fluctuations due to neutral alr turbulence.
Instead of incoherent scatter this latter process ms called coherent or turbu-
lence scatter. Usually the signal spectrum due to turbulence scatter is much
narrower than that of incoherent scatter. In addition to the widening of these
signal spectra, they are shifted in frequency if there is a bulk radial velocity
of the scattering medium. We would like to explain here that both these scatter-
ing processes are being studied with phase-coherent radar systems.
Knowing that fluctuating velocities and radial velocities with quasi-verti-
cal MST radar beams do not exceed several 10 ms-I , the Doppler frecruency will
barely exceed 10 Hz for MST radars operating at VHF and will be just an order of
magnitude larger for UHF. Applying fmrf > I kHz, the MST/ST radar echo will be
oversampled, i.e. its phase and amplitude does vary little from pulse to pu]se
as it was sketched in Fig. 3. This is called a coherent radar echo, in contrast
to an incoherent radar echo, which, because of the much shorter correlation or
coherence time of the lonospherlc scatter medlum, randomly changes phase and
amplitude from one pulse to the next. Also the velocities in the ionosphere
measured with Incoherent scatter radars is usually much larger than the veloci-
ties in the middle and lower atmosphere, which additionally causes a more rapid
change of the phase of the incoherent scatter slgnals. One does make efficlent
use of the characteristic coherency of MST radar echoes to improve the data
acquisition procedures, which will be discussed in Chapter 4. These differences
of the signal coherence times also determine the principle way of the data
acquisition structure and instrumentation.
The differences between "coherent slqnals'" detected by the MST/ST radars.
used to study the lower and middle atmosphere, and "incoherent slgnals" detected
by the incoherent scatter radars, used to study the ionosphere, is elucidated by
the schematics of Figs. 6a and 6b. Since the coherence time, i.e. the inverse of
the width of the Doppler spectrum, generally increases from the lower to the
middle and to the upper atmosphere (ionosphere) due the increasing variatlons of
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Figure 6a. Block diagram showlng the baslc configuration of an
MST radar system (data acauisltion for coherent signals).
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Flgure 6b. Block diagram showlng the basic configuration of an
incoherent scatter radar system (data acaulsition for incohe-
rent slgnals).
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the scattering medium. Whereas In the lower atmosphere the coherence time (de-
termined prlncipelly by turbulent fluctuations) is generally much longer than a
typtcal interpulse perlod of an MST/VHF radar of say 1 ms, it is generally much
shorter (given by thermal fluctuations) than an lnterpulse period of incoherent
scatter radars. This means that coherent integration and the }utogorrelation
functions (ACFs) or Doppler spectra are computed on the pulse-to-pulse basis for
coherent signals ("pulse-to-pulse technique"}. On the other hand, the ACFs have
to be Immediately computed without coherent integration for each single inter-
putse period using stngle long or coded pulses in the case of incoherent sig-
nals. The ACFs (from which the spectra are computed) are then postintegrated.
The definition of a coherent stgnal, which we use here, is consequently that the
coherence time is much longer than the lnterpulse period. The incoherent stgnal
ls defined by a coherence time which ls much shorter than the lnterpulse period.
At some places in the early ionosphere literature the terms under-spread and
over-spread slgnals are used instead of coherent and incoherent signals, respec-
tively. Both kinds of signals anyhow result from the scattering process being
coherent in the former and incoherent In the latter case, and both are studied
with phase-coherent radar instrumentation.
We notice that the instrumental technique as well as the data acquisition
and analysis of the MST radars as well as the IS radars are basically similar,
they are well developed, elaborated and fairly mature, although further refine-
ment is always going on. We now will briefly outline the two only striking
differences of the instrumental design of these two main radar categories, which
result from the coherent and incoherent slgnal properties and later will discuss
particular parts of the instrumental hardware and their principles.
In order to allow the measurement of all signal parameters, perticularly
the Doppler spectrum, all MST radars and IS radars are phase-coherent. This
means that the receiver (RX) and the transmitter (TX) are controlled by or
phase-locked to the same main oscillator (see Figs. 6a and 6b). The transmitter
radiates through the antenna the electromagnetlc signal S, which propagates to
the radar volume in the atmosphere or the Ionosphere. From there a small frac-
tion of the electromagnetic energy is backscattered to the antenna (which can be
a separate or the same antenna, provided that a transmit/receive duplexer can be
used). External noise, received by the same antenna and internal receiver noise
adds to the atmospheric ionospheric echo and the total signal plus noise C' is
amplified in the recetver and mixed to base band by the same oscillator signal
So , which is used to control the transmitter. The resulting base band signal C
is converted to a digital series in the analog-to-digital converter (ADC), which
is controlled by a series of sample pulses from the radar controller. The radar
controller also generates the transmitter modulation and other control pulses.
Following the ADC, the data acauisitlon procedures are different for MST-
and IS-radars as delineated in the Figs. 6a and 6b. This difference results from
the different coherence times as described earlier. Because of the long cohe-
rence times of echoes from the mesosDhere, stratosphere and troposphere, the
digital data are usually coherently added in the integrator of an MST radar
(Fig. 6a), followed by a decoding procedure If the transmitter pulses are coded
(see Chapter 4 for details). These raw. but pre-lntegrated and/or decoded, data
are either dtrectly dumped into the host computer or analyzed in terms of auto-
correlation functions or Doppler (Fourier) spectra. The host computer ts used to
store the raw data together with other operating system parameters and the time,
on file or tape, perform an on-line qulcklook analysis or some further prepro-
cesslng such as computation or post-integration of ACFs or spectra. The host
computer also supervises the entire system by loadtng end starting the radar
controller etc. as well as checking the system performance and issuing inter-
rupts in case of system malfunctions. In the case of an incoherent scatter radar
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(Fig. 6b) first a decoding has to be performed, then usually ACFS are computed
on-line which are post-integrated and then dumped into the host computer. In
particular pulse coding schemes also an additional decoding procedure has to be
applied after the ACF computation. Otherwise the instrumental design of an IS
radar is principally similar to an MST radar.
2. RADAR ANTENNAS
The radiation pattern of MST- and IS-radar antennas has to be carefully
designed in order to optimize the wanted atmospheric/ionospherlc scatter signal
as compared to interfering external influences. These are summarized in the
sketch of Fig. 7. It is evident that all the unwanted components, - ground
clutter, sea clutter, airplane or satellite echoes, radio interference and
scatter received through antenna sidelobes - , have to be properly eliminated or
minimized. To achieve a high sensitivity and a reasonable angular resolution the
antenna gain should be large and thus the antenna beam width small. The cosmic
noise level picked up by the antenna is unavoidable in the low VHF band. In the
high VHF and in the UHF band the noise level ls not glven by the sky noise but
by the system noise. This can be minimized by optimum design of the receiver
front-end amplifier and adapted data processing.
The antennas of MST- and IS-radars usually consist of an ensemble of single
elements which are phase-coherently combined to a large antenna array or are
large dish antennas. Usually the dimensions of MST radar antennas are more than
several ten radar wavelengths, their galn ls mostly exceeding 20 dB, correspond-
ing to a beam width of less than 10 degree. The IS radar antennas usually have
antenna gains larger than 40 dB in order to detect the weak incoherent scatter
signals. The beam directions can be mechanically or electrically positioned
_ CosmicNoise
mosphereScatter jr
Figure 7. Schematic view of an atmospheric radar In an Interference and clutter
environment. The radar antenna is depicted here to consist of a phased array
of Yagis, but could principally be any other klnd of antenna system.
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Figure 8. Near-zenith pointing
antenna beams of a 403 MHz
phased array antenna of an
ST radar (after FRISCH
et al., 1986).
(e.g., Fig. 8) in order to observe spatial variations of the scatter process and
to measure three-dimensional velocity components. The princlp]e of measurements
of the velocity components is explained by the schematlcs of Fig. 9. At a zenith
angle 5 in the direction of the wave vector k the radial velocity v = u'+ w' is
measured, which consists of the projections w' of the vertical velocity w and
the projection u' of the horizontal velocity u. The combination of the veloci-
ties measured in the directions 5 and -5 yields the horizontal and the vertical
velocity component. Depending on the requirements to measure all velocity compo-
nents and their divergence as well as vortlcity, more beam dlrections are ne-
cessary. Multi-static radars (e.g., Fig. 5) can also be used to measure the
velocity components. The discusslon of these possibilities and reaulrements is
out of the scope of this lecture note but can be found elsewhere (see ROTTGER
and LARSEN, 1989, who discuss the applicatlons of MST radars and give further
references).
Z
Zo_ (_v _ 0
ko2 i) = Vl - V 2 Vl • V 22 sin 6 2 cos B
X.Y
Figure 9. Principle geometry of two antenna beam directions kol and ko2 at
zenith angles 5 and -5 for the deduction of the horizontal velocity compo-
nent u and the vertical velocity component w. The measured radial velocity
components vl and vz consist of the pro3ect10ns u' and w' of the u and w wlnd
velocity components, respectively.
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We now will briefly describe the basic antenna theory in order to allow an
understanding of the antenna functions and the design optimization and then will
describe some typical antenna systems used in MST radar applications.
2.1. Some Basic Antenna Parameters
The main parameter determining the antenna gatn and the corresponding beam
width is the slze or the area of the antenna, which is also called the antenna
aperture. The antenna aperture can be either regarded as a continuous radiator
if it is illuminated by an independent feed system, or It can conslst of several
sub-elements which are electrically fed from a common transmitter source. Both
approaches can be basically treated by a similar formalism, which we will ex-
platn for the simple case of a line of antenna dipole elements. Assume that N
individual antenna elements with equal spacing d are horizontally lined up to
form a multi-element array (see Fig. 10). In the array far-field (r > (Nd)2/N=)
the antenna polar diagram is
N
J_Z_ stn5 + *n)), (3)
E(_) = _ En(8)exp(i( No
n=l
where En(6) is the pattern of an individual element and #n ls a relative phase
placed on this element. Thus, the polar diagram ls just the Fourler transform of
the spatial aperture distribution. If all the elements have similar En(8) and
an, the polar diagram ls a function sin Nx/sln x with x = _-d.sinB/No. If d <
No, there is only one main lobe at 5 = 0 ° (for _ = 0). If d > No, grating lobes
at 5o = arcsin(No/d) occur, for En(5) = const with amplitudes similar to the
main lobe. The width of the main lobe is 56 = arcsin (No/Nd). In radar applica-
tions also the two-way beam width 56/42 Is used. If 56 is small, it is directly
proportional to the ratio of the wavelength No to the aperture dimension Nd. The
radiation pattern has minima (nulls in theory) at 5n = ± n56, where n = 1,2 .....
N/2, and sidelobes occur at 5, = 8n ±56/2. If equal weighting Wn Is applied to
each of the single elements (e.g., En'(5) = Wn'En(5), with Wn = const for all
n), the first sidelobe closest to the main lobe is suppressed by 13.2 dB plus
the fall-off of the individual element pattern En(5) at 5=i.
dsin5 \
\\
,.'"
md-A
Figure 10. Schematic drawlng of wave vectors of a platn wave
radiated under a zenith angle 5 from N isotropic antenna
elements with spacing d.
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The antenna pattern, partlcularly the desired varlation of the direction 6o
of the maln lobe. can be changed by applylng a llnearly progressing phase _n
from e|ement to element, which has to be Cn : 2Ed(n-1)sin6o/No. This beam
steering should be within reasonable llmits of the indivldual element pattern
En(6) to avoid undesirable degrading of the antenna radiation. Furthermore the
effective area of an antenna, which is f_xed on the ground, is reduced with
larger zenith angles because the illumination changes by sln 5.
To obtain improved sidelobe suppressions, a tapering of the antenna array
can be applied by either changing the weighting function Wn (electrical weight-
ing, i.e. feeding the outer elements of an array with less power than the Inner
elements), or by using unequal element spacings dn (spatial weighting, i.e.
applying larger spaclngs for the outer elements of an antenna array). The price
one has to pay for the improvement of sidelobe suppression by tapering is always
a broadening of the main lobe and lowering of the antenna galn G. Using a tri-
angular weighting, for instance, improves the one-way suppression of the first
sidelobe to -26 dB, but widens the main lobe by a factor of 1.44 and reduces the
gain by 25_, as compared to uniform weighting. The respective values for a cos z-
weighting, which is a good approximation to a Gaussian weighting, are -32 dB,
1.64 and 33%.
These one-dimensional considerations can be extended easily to a realistic
two-dimensional radar antenna array by using, instead of d, the projections d'
of all element positions onto n axis elongated in the azimuth direction a. The
total antenna pattern then can be calculated by (3) for any a and 5. For a real
radar antenna we also have to consider that the radiation can be into only one
half-sphere. For an array system this means that reflections from the ground, a
screen or reflector elements have to be inc]uded in the calculations. The an-
tenna gain G is defined as the ratio of the maximum radiation Intenslty (in the
main beam) to the average radiation Intensity (averaged over all 6 and a). For
an antenna array with reasonable sidelobe suppresslon it is proportional to the
antenna area and is given approximately by the inverse of the two orthogonal
beam widths 5B' and 6B'' (in radians):
4R A 4_
G - _ (4)
_o 2 _B'68''
The effective area A or aperture of the antenna is the product of the physical
area of the antenna and the efficiency of its illumlnation, which for Instance
may be reduced by tapering. It is noted that A does not inc}ude the losses of
the antenna elements and its feed system.
The Considerations of antenna arrays, consisting of several discrete ele-
ments, can generally be extended also to antennas with continuous aperture
illumination, such as dish antennas. The aperture A of a phased array or a dish
antenna is used to calculate the power-aperture product P A, which defines the
sensitivity of an MST radar. Note that P is the effective average power, which
Is radiated by the antenna, i.e. it is smaller than the output power of the
transmitter due to losses In the antenna and feed lines.
This very brief outline is useful for estimating some basic values needed
to plan and design a radar antenna system. The mlnlmum requlrement for investi-
gations of the troposphere and stratosphere IS a power aperture product P-A :
10e Wm z, where P = P= is the average transmitter power. We assume that the radar
sensitivity is a function of Ak, where I < k < 2 depending on the reflected con-
tribution (see equation (2)). It means that in practice one should favour an
extension of the antenna area agalnst an increase of the transmitter power. For
a commonly achievable transmitter power P = 10aW, P-A = 105 Wm 2 ylelds the
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dimension of a circular antenna array to be about Nd = 36 m, and A = 1000 m2.
For No = 6 m we can obtaln a half-power beamwldth 68 _ go, and a gain G _ 2? dB.
This estimate assumes that the array is optimally filled with elements. A single
dipole element over a proper reflector screen has an effective area of about 15
m 2 (at No = 6 m). Thus, about 64 dipoles are needed to fill the array. For a
sauare array with 8x8 elements the resulting spacing is d _ 0.?5 No, and a
grating lobe will not occur. The first nulls are at 5n = _+9° , and the first
sidelobes at 6, = ±13.5 °. To use such an array to measure rellable velocities,
the antenna beam has at least to be steered to a zenith angle 6o = go to place a
null into zenith directlon (mlnimizes influences of aspect sensitivity). Even
then a sidelobe at -4.5 ° is a problem.
When designing a radar antenna for atmospheric research one has to trade
between the choices to optimize the effective aperture or to optimize the side-
lobe suppressions. An optimization of the aperture increases the sensitivity,
but does not minimize the side lobes. Suppression of sidelobes by tapering
attenuates undesirable signals which spoil the estimates of reflectivlty and
velocity, but it reduces the antenna gain. Principally, any sidelobe effects or
their minimization, however, are equivalent to a broadening of the antenna beam.
This Is generally a minor shortcoming as compared to the tedious procedures to
remove sidelobe effects from the signal during the data analysis procedure. As
an example of a well optimised MST radar antenna pattern we show In Fig. 11 the
antenna diagram in two vertical planes of the mobile SOUSY VHF Radar (from
CZECHOWSKY et al., 1984). Note the suppression of near-zenith sidelobes by 25 dB
as compared to the main lobe and the grating lobe at 400 .
The radar echo signal Is glven by the product of the antenna pattern with
the spatially varying reflectivity structure of the atmosphere. Thus, Knowing
the antenna pattern, it should be In principle possible to find the wanted
signal parameters which however is generally an ambiguous and tlme-consuming
inverslon procedure. For vertically pointing maln beams the sidelobe effects are
efficiently suppressed if there is anisotropic scattering with maximum aspect
sensitivity in zenith directlon (e.g., for the 50 MHz MST radars). It follows
that sidelobes in such cases are a mlnor problem for investigations with verti-
cal beams. However, they can be crucial for methods applylng off-zenith beams
with 50 MHz MST radars. If a sldelobe is pointing towards the zenith a larger
power may be received from the vertical than from off-vertical directlons when
there is an aspect sensitivity due to horlzontalIy stratified scatterers or
partially reflecting layers.
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Figure 11. Computed radia-
tlon pattern of the mobile
SOUSY VHF radar (53.5 MHz)
phased array, consisting of
576 Yagi antennas. This
antenna system is located on
Andoya, Norway. (From
Czechowskv et al., 1984).
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Also sidelobes at low elevatlon angles have to be considered since these
can cause strong echoes from the non-atmospheric targets In the surroundings of
the radar antenna (particularly the ground clutter seen In Fig. 7). The super-
posltlon of ground reflected (hatched 11ne In Fig. 7) and direct radiation does
very effectlvely reduce the radiation at grazing angles (5 > 85-90 ° ) since the
antenna elements of a phased array are horlzontallv polarlzed and the ground-re-
flected wave then suffers a phase reversal during reflection. This even can
suppress low sidelobes of the array pattern which may be regarded as cructal if
one would not take into account ground reflections. The location of an MST radar
antenna array at a flat ground (extending out to several 100 m) may be suffici-
ent, but a shallow valley generally should be preferred to further suppressing
the low angle radiation effects. However, high extending targets, such as .radio
towers or mountains In the close vicinity, wtll still cause considerable clutter
echoes, even when optimising the antenna array for low angle radiation suppres-
sion. For IS radar antennas the crlterta of low angle radiation suppression are
not so stringent, because ground clutter barely comprises a problem slnce the
ionospheric target regions are usually at much larger ranges. However, for IS
radars in auroral reglons care has to be taken to suppress coherent echoes from
ionospheric irregularities.
2.2. Antenna Types and Feed Systems
MST radars generally operate with auasi-vertical beams, 1.e. the zenith
angles are smaller than about 20o-30 o. As shown in Fig. 8 usually zenith angles
of 15 ° are chosen. IS radars mostly apply a variety f beam directions, also
those very close to the horizon. For MST radar operation linear polarization is
sufficient, but circular polarization ls needed for incoherent scatter radars
since the polarization can change due dispersion in the Ionosphere. Essentially
four different types of antenna systems are in use: dish antennas, dipole
arrays, cosxlal-collinear arrays (COCO) and Yagl arrays. In Fig. 12 we show as
an example the 32-m dish antenna of the EISCAT incoherent scatter radar 933-MHz
receiving station In Sweden, which can be pointed in all directions by mechani-
cal steering. In Fig. 13 the 200m x 200m MST radar antenna of the Poker Flat
Radar in Alaska is shown whlch has only a few fixed pointing directions to the
vertical and at 15° off-vertical.
Figure 12. The 32-m receiving
antenna dlsh of the Incohe-
rent scatter radar of the
EISCAT UHF (933 MHz) radar
system In K1runa, Sweden.
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Figure 13. lhe 200m x 200m coaxial-collinear antenna array of
the Poker Flat MST radar in Alaska, operating on 50 MHz with
two off-vertical beam directions (from BALSLEY et al., 1980).
Dish or cy]inder antennas are rarely used for MST radar appllcatlons be-
cause of thelr large dimensions, but they are Quite frequently applied in IS
radar facilities. Only one or a few elements are applied as primary feed anten-
nas of the dish antennas. The beam steerlng Is done either by movlng the posl-
tion of the feed antenna {e.g., at the Arecibo Observatory (WOODMAN, 1980)) or
the entire dish (e.g., at the other UHF IS radars, see Table g at the end of
this article), This has the advantage that no complicated power distributlons
and phasing network has to be used to feed the antenna. The EI$CAT VHF radar
uses a long line feed to illuminate a 120m x 40m dish and allows mechanlcal
steering In one plane and side-steerlng by phasing in the other plane (HAGFORS
et al., 1982). Because of the limited size of the prlmary feed antennas of dish
antennas, the )ow-angle sldelobe suppresslon Is usually not sufficient, which
results in strong clutter echoes, particularly when such antennas are also used
for MST radar applications.
Usually the antenna systems of HST radars are phased array antennas con-
sisting of many slngte elements as can be seen for instance in the lay-out of
the antenna system of the MU radar in Japan which consists of 475 crossed Yagi
antennas (F_g. 14). In the case of the MU radar modules of four antenna elements
are fed by single phase-coherent transmitters, which allows very fast electronic
beam steering. In many other cases the individual elements or modules are fed
from a single transmltter through a cascading network of cables, hybrids and
phase shifters. A relatively simple antenna array is the COCO antenna (c__oaxial-
coollinear), which is built in form of an array (see Fig.15) by using coaxial
cable as radiatlng elements (e.g., BALSLEY et al., IgBO). It has the advantage
that the feeding of elements in one line is ]ust done by interchanglng the Inner
and outer conductor of a coaxlal cable every half wavelength. The earllest
application of the COCO antenna can be found at the J1camarca VHF radar in Peru
(see Fig. 16). The outer conductors of the aligned coaxial tube or coaxiaI cable
act as collinear dipoles. The feeding Is done from the center of a line, which
may typlcallv consist of 16-48 dipoles. Positloning several of these strlngs or
rows in parallel at spacing d < No , and feeding these by a suitable matching
network results in a COCO array (see Flg. 15). The radiation and the loss In a
coaxial string comprlse some natural taperlng, having the intrinsic advantage of
Figure14. The lay-out of the 475
crossed Yogi-antenna elements of
the 46.5-MHz MU radar in Japan
(after FUKAO et al., 1985a,b).
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Figure 15. The coaxlal-colllnear
antenna lay-out of the 50-MHZ
Sunset Sl radar in Colorado, USA
(from Green et al., 1975).
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F_gure 16. Part of the phased-array
antenna of the 5O-MHz J_camarca
radar _n Peru and a close wew of
the interchange of inner and outer
connector of the coaxial-coll_near
dipole tubes (from OCHS, 1965).
Figure 17. Yag_ antennas an_ power
dividers of the SOUSY-VHF-Radar
in West Germany.
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suppressing sidelobes in the plane of the string but the disadvantage of degra-
ding the antennna efficiency. Because of the phase relation along a strlng ls
fixed, a beam steering parallel to the COCO string is not possible. Beam steer-
lng perpendicular to the string rows is achieved by Inserting appropriate phase
delays In the cables feeding the parallel rows. The COCO diddles have to be
lined up a auarter wavelength over reflector wires or screens. This antenna type
is relatively inexpensive, because coaxial cable Is used for antenna elements
and the matching network ts stmple. The successive phaslng from one colllnear
element to the next, however, degrades the bandwidth of thts antenna type.
Instead of coaxial cable as radiator, halve-wave diddles can also be used whtch
are fed In a aroberly adjusted phase to form a cotllnear antenna. The applica-
tion of colllnear dipole lines limits the steerablltty of an array, and for this
reason freauently three antenna arrays are used wtth three different fixed beam
directions (e.g., GREEN et al., lg75; BALSLEY et al., 1980).
Single dipole or Yagl antenna elements (see Fig. 17) are often set up to
form a phased array (see Fig. 14 and Fig. 18). They are fed by a cascading
network of open wlre or coaxial cable systems, when a single transmitter is ap-
plied. The cascading Is most appropriately done In 2 n branchings (n = 1.2 .... ),
as for Instance shown in Ftg. 19. By these means one can also feed parts of the
antenna array wtth 1/2, 1/4 .... power to provide tabering wlthout dissipating
power (see for instance Fig. 20). The branching is best done In couplers, power
dividers or 3dB-hybrlds, which prevent RF-power, reflected from a mismatch to
return to the transmitter or other antenna elements rather than being dissipated
In the reslstor port of the hybrid. These hybrid installations also minimlze
effects due to mutual coupllng between the single antenna elements. The coupling
can be crltica] if phase control is applied to steer the antenna beam. The phase
shifting, as shown in Fig. 21, ls usually tnserted close to the final elements,
which may also be connected to form modules of 4 or more elements. For continu-
ous beam steering phase shifting has to be done continuously, which mostly is a
sensible and difficult procedure particularly when narrow antenna beams are
used. The phasing is more easily done by inserting discrete phase delays in
steps of 2_/16 wlth a binary phase shifter, which is shown in Ftg. 22. The
switching can be achieved by only four relays, allowing phase delays of 22.5 °,
45 o, 90 ° and 180 ° to be Inserted in all posslble combinations, which are suffi-
cient for commonly applied beam wldth of several degrees. Another way of phase
shtftlng can be done with hybrids as is shown in the schematics of the later
Fig. 32.
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Figure 18. Lay-out of one 64-¥agi-antenna module of the 52-MHz
Chung-Li VHF radar in Taiwan (after BROSNAHAN et al., 1984).
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Flgure 19. Power divider and beam-steering phase delay (0 o, 90 o,
180 ° and 270 ° ) of the Chung-Li VHF radar, allowing five beam
positions: vertical (6 = 0 o) and north, east, south and west
at 6 = 16.7 ° zenlth angle (from BROSNAHAN et al., 1984).
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Figure 20. One ouarter of the Dower dlvider system of the mobile
SOUSY VHF radar antenna, allowing for taperlng of tne antenna
elements by staggered power dlviding hybrlds (from CZECHOWSK?
et al., 1984).
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Figure 21. Schematics of a typical antenna feed distribution system
using hybrids for power division. The two output ports of a hybrid
are phase shifted by 90° with respect to each other. This has to
be compensated by the phase shifters, which are also used to insert
certain phase shifts for beam steering. The power, which is reflec-
ted from the antennas due to an impedance mismatch, is attenuated
in the resistor port of the hybrids and does not return through the
transmitter-recelver port.
Binary Phase Shiffer
_..:_ > _" B > _." c,_ r--< oI _._i._l."" ..;,'" / ",.d " J
Figure 22. Prlnciple of a binary phase shifter, a11owing a11 the cornbl-
binatlons of phases:
Phase shift: _/8 2R/8 3n/8 4_/8 5_/8 6_/8 7_18
Phase delay A: 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
(1=on) B: 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
(O=off) C: 0 0 0 I I I I 0
D: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
The phases between _ and 15/8_ are achieved by keeping the phase
delay O in the on-position.
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The advantage of Yagl against dipole antenna elements is that no ground
screen Is needed because of the Yogi reflector. The multi-element structure of a
single Yap1 a11ows for a higher gain (improving the filling factor of an array)
and a negligible coupling (<-25 dB) between adjacent Yagi antennas in an array.
Mostly Yagi antennas can be constructed in such a way that the bandwidth is
several Megahertz. The bandwidth limiting factors in a Yagi system essentially
are the phase shifters. The losses of a Yagl system are also considerably lower
than those of a COCO antenna. However, such a Yogi system is obviously more
expensive than a COCO system. The feeding of an array system can be from one
transmitter, but also sub-modules can be fed separately by several phase-con-
trolled transmitters (FUKAO et al., 1980). The transmitter phase control can
even be used to steer the antenna beam. This, however, needs a similar phase
control of the receiver channels.
3. TRANSMIT-RECEIVE SYSTEM
Separate antenna arrays can be used for the transmission and for the recep-
tion mode as shown in the graph of Fig. 23. Such an antenna combination was
first used with the SOUSY-VHF-Radar for MST measurements wlth the beam-swinging
as well as the spaced-antenna mode, which was added at a later time. For a newly
designed radar a combination of the two measurement modes using one antenna for
transmission and reception is useful as shown in Flg. 24. While separate antenna
arrays allow for sufficient decoupling of the receiver from the transmitter, a
fast and highly insulating transmit-receive duplexer (ATR = antenna-transmit-
_receive switch or duplexer in Fig. 24) has to Quickly swltch the antenna from
the transmitter to the receiver and vice versa, if only one antenna is used. The
principle of a duplexer is outlined in Fig. 25. During the transmission phase
the pin-diodes are short-circuited and the power at the hybrid output ports is
reflected back into the hybrid from where it exlts through the antenna port to
the antenna. The small leakage through the diodes is combined in phase in the
i_ SOUSY-VHF- RADAR
Z Anfenno Sysfems
_ _ z27 Z27 _ _'_
_ _ E
Antenna I 196 Yogis Antenna II ] • 32 Yogis
steerable beam fixed vertical brains
(Doppler velocity) (drift velocity)
gain =31dB area= ]155 m= _in =3.22dB anlQ =3. 395 m=
Figure 23. Antenna systems of the SOUSY-VHF-Radar in W.Germany consisting of
phased arrays of Yogi-antenna elements, lhe complete system ls designed for
beam steerlng in the Doppler mode with antenna I and in the spaced antenna
mode with antenna Z and antenna I2. For the latter purpose the antenna I is
pointed vertical and the separated three subunits of 32 Yogis of antenna II,
which are forming a vertical beam also, are used for reception.
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E_T_ _ METEOROLOGICAL SAD - VHF - RADAR SYSTEM
inversJonsj air mass boundaries
Figure 24. Radar system using three separate receiver-transmitter-antenna
modules, which can be operated phase-synchronized to allow beam steering as
well as spaced antenna measurements with the same full antenna array. The
system is laid out for range multiplexing (RMUX), on-line integration (INT),
correlation computation (CORR) and on-line analysis (AN), as well as data
telemetry (TEL) and remote control (CAMA). The latter additions of remote
control and data transfer are usually needed when such a radar system would
be used in operatlonal applications as a wind profiler.
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Figure 25. Transmit-receive duplexer (also called T/R switch)
usln9 3-dB hybrids end Din-diode switching.
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receiver hybrid and exits through the resistor port. In the reception case the
diodes are open and the split power from the antenna is combined 1n-phase In the
receiver hybrid to pass through the receiver port to the recelver lnput. Any
nolse, which is still generated in the transmitter during the reception phase is
combined into the reslstor port of the recelver hybrid. The response and re-
covery tlme of the duplexer should be in the order of the range sampling tlme,
1.e. typically less than 10 Us. To insulate a peak transmitter pulse amplitude
of 10sW to a fractlon of Watt, which will not affect the receiver, the decoua-
]lng attenuation has to be better than 60 dB. These specified values can be
obtained with the described pin-diode hybrid switch. Other kinds of transmit-
recelve duplexers, using auarter-wave coax lines or parallel and serial reso-
nance circuits are also used. These are not so suitable because of the resonance
circuits, which cause ringing effects and affect the data in the first sample
range gates. If circular polarization is applied (in IS radar operations) the
duplexer can be rep]aced by a hybrid, which provides some 30 db decoupllng
between the transmitter and receiver port. The remaining RF signal leaking
through the receiver port is usually attenuated by a so-called recetver protec-
tor, which ls a fast pin-diode switch disconnecting the receiver input from the
hybrid receiver port during the transmission phase. In order to further protect
the receiver during eventual malfunctions of the duplexer or the receiver pro-
tector the status of these devices is monitored by proper hand-shake and inter-
lock systems, which prevent the transmitter to be turned on in case of a fai-
lure.
ARRAY | ARRAy | ARfU_Y |
i
Figure 26. Block diagram of the Chung-Li VHF radar, which bases
on the principal lay-out of Fig. 24 (from Brosnahan et al.,
1983).
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In Fig. 26 a block diagram of the Chung-Li VHF radar ls shown, which is a
dual-mode radar. Dual-mode means that the radar can be used In the Doppler as
well as in t_e spaced antenna mode (for veloctty and lnterferometer measure-
ments). For the spaced antenna mode It has three separate antenna arrays for
reception which are combined in phase for transmission. In the Oopo]er mode the
antenna arrays can be either combined to point into the same direction during
transmission and reception, or they can Dolnt at the same time into three dif-
ferent directions. The beam steering is done by phase shifters and the power
distribution by power dividers, which are made from coaxial cables. The trans-
mit-receive duplexer is called T/R switch (transmit-receive switch) in this
diagram. Three transmitters are feeding the three antenna arrays. For providing
the essential phase eauality at the three antenna arrays, the transmitter drive
RF stgnals are phase-controlled. In order to provide the phase-coherent radar
system, the same oscillator controls the transmitters as well as the three
receiver channels. Following the sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit and analog-digi-
tal converters (A/D) the data are DreDrocessed, i.e. coherently integrated, and
transferred to the mini-computer. From there the data are dumped on tape. BY the
computer also the radar operation is controlled, particularly by loading the
system synchronizer Cradar controller) and starting the operation. The system
synchronizer also steers the antenna beam directions. We now wlll briefly de-
scribe in more detail some typlcal sub-units of such a radar system.
3.1. Transmitters, Receivers and Oscillators
In Ftg. 27 the principle block dlagram of a transmitter is shown. The os-
cillator generates a continuous wave signal, which is pulse modulated (in ampli-
tude and/or phase) by a fast switch controlled by pulse trains from the radar
controller. The switching needs to be done with transition times, which are
reasonably faster than the duration of the shortest pulse in single pulse appli-
cations or the pulse element in phase coding. Thus the switching of 1-US pulse
elements needs to be done within 100 ns or so. The pulsed RF slgnal, usually at
a level of several mW, ls amplified in driver stages up to peak Dower tevels of
several kW. The final amplifier of MST radars usually yields several ten kW peak
RF output Dower. Most frequently vacuum tube amplifiers are applied in the high
Dower stages, which need Dower supplies with at least 5-10 kV high voltage.
Semi-conductor devlces needing much lower voltages are now getting in more use,
TRANSHITTER
LA OR A_LIFIER OUPLEXEN- [--T--]E
T t .I,!/ IONA1
' RADAR POWERSUPLY OAR HONITOR
RECEVER CONTROLLER J CONTROLLERR[-_CEIVER
Figure 27. Principle block diagram of a typical MST
or incoherent scatter radar transmitter.
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particularly when distributed antenna modules are employed instead of one large
antenna array. Because of the high output power reduirements of more than 1MW,
the incoherent scatter radars apply klystron tubes in the final transmitter
stage, which need pulsed power supplies with 50-100 kV high voltage. The high
power - high voltage Dower supplies usually are equlpDed with a very fast pro-
tection switch (a so-called "crow bar"), which discharges the power supply
wlthin small fractions of a second In case of a transmitter malfunction to
protect the final power amplifier tubes from damage.
Following the final amplifier the transmit-recelve duplexer switches the
antenna either to the transmitter or to the receiver as described in the last
chapter. To allow a measurement of the output power a directional coupler Is
used after the duplexer output. By measurlng the forward as we_1 as the re-
flected power with two directional couplers the matching (i.e., the yoltage-
standing-_ave-£atlo: VSWR) of the antenna is usually monltored. If a phase
controller is needed to provide exact phasing of separate antenna arrays, It
usually is Inserted in the low power stages of the transmitter. Such a devlce is
principally described by the block diagram of Fig. 28. The slgnal from the
transmitter output, measured with the directional coupler, is compared wlth the
local oscillator (LO) reference slgnal wlth speclfled phase (for multiiple
transmitter beam steering). The phase offset between both these slgnals Is
sampled and used to control the phase shifter, which changes the phase of the
input signal (RF*n). The RFout signal, available with the corrected phase at
the output of the phase controller, is then fed to the next amplifier stage in
the transmitter.
usually the local oscillators are more complex because of necessary fea-
tures, which are outlined in Figs. 29 and 30. For a super-heterodyne recelver,
i.e. a multiple mixing of the receiver input signal to one or two _ntermedlate
frequencies with subsequent mixlng to baseband, a maln oscillator In any In-
stance allows for the phase synchronization between these dlfferent freduencles
(Fig. 29). In case of multi-frequency channel operation, also a set of phase-
locked frequencies has to be generated. In practice the transmitter as well as
the receiver oscillator signals have to be further processed as shown _n Fig.
30. The main local oscillator signal is divided into two signals in the trans-
mltter and the receiver path, respectively. In the transmitter path frequently a
phase flip between 0o and 180° is Implemented to allow phase codlng (phase
modulation), followed by the switch to turn on and off the transmitter slgnal
(pulse amplitude modulatlon). In the receiver path a swltch turns off the local
oscillator signal durlng transmlsslon to reduce any feed-through of leakage of
the transmitter signal into the recelver. After power dlVldlng of the local
oscillator signal one path is phase shifted by 90° to allow baseband mlxlng to
the Quadrature components, i.e. real (Re) and i_mmaginary (Im) part of the base-
band signal. The control slgnals (FLP = fll_, TXP : transmitter _ulse, and LOP =
!oral oscillator _rotect) are generated by the radar controller {see Chapter 5).
from
DIRECTIONAL
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Figure 28. Block dlagram of
an automatlc transmltter
phase-controller, whlcn IS
needed to phase-synchronize
multiple transmitters feed-
Ing parts of an antenna.
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OSC [ L LA TORS FOR
SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER
SYNCHR.
SYNCHR.
RECEIVER
LOI
TRANSIt]TTER
RECEIVER
L02
Figure 29. Block diagram of an oscillator circuit for super-heterodyne
receivers with two local oscillators L01 and L02 and the phase-
coherent transmitter oscillator control.
MASTER OSCILLATOR
FLP TXP
I
RECEI UER
L02
TRANSMITTER
LOP
Figure 30. Block diagram of the master oscillator to control the
transmitter and the receiver, showing the particular phase
shifting and switching circuits for the transmitter and receiver
oscillator signals.
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Figure 31. Block diagram of the principle
receiver circuitry of MST and IS radars.
The receiver Is principally described by the block diagram of Fig. 31. The
low-level signal from the antenna (either directly in case of separated trans-
mitter and recelver antennas or via the transmit-receive duplexer in case of a
common receiving-transmitting antenna) is fed to the low-noise preamplifier
through a band-PaSS. Freauently also a calibrated noise Injection, which is
turned on and off by the radar controller, is directly fed into the receiver
front end. This is necessary to allow a well calibrated estimate of the receiver
amplification factor and thus a deduction of the system temperature and the
absolute power of the received signals. In the first mixer the receiver signal
Is mlxed with the signal from the first !ocal _scillator tL01) to the inter-
mediate frequency (IF). Again a pass-band filter separates the wanted IF from
the unwanted mixing products. Before further amplification usually a variable
attenuator is implemented to ad3ust the total amplification of the receiver and
thus the output levels for the final baseband mixer and the analog-digital con-
verters. Following the mixing to baseband wlth the L02 signal, i.e. the aua-
drature detection (Re and Im), a Iowpass filter ts applied which usua|ly should
match the signal bandwidth (given by the bandwidth of the transmitted pulse for
MST radars and by the bandwidth of the scattering process for IS radars). An
example of a low-noise receiver front-end of a UHF _ncoherent scatter radar,
which allows the calibrated noise in3ection, the reception of clrcular ana
elliptical polarization as well as sldeband conversion, ls shown In Fig. 32. The
polarization adaptlon is achlevea by phase changes of the horlzonta| (H) and the
vertical (V) signal components in the polarizer and the sldeband conversion by
mixing from the upper side (1053.5 MHZ) or the lower side (813.5 MHz}. Depending
on the output from the last hybrid of the polarizer also the sense of rotation
of the polarization (!eft- or Eight-hand rotation) can be selected.
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Figure 32. Block dlagram of the 933-MHz recelver front-end of the
EISCAT incoherent scatter radar receiving stations. The horl-
zontal (H) and vertlcal (V) components of the signal from the
feed horn of the dish antenna are combined by a polarizer (phase
shift and hybrids) and mixed to the intermediate freauency 120 MHZ.
A noise generator, which is switched on and off by the radar con-
troller, injects a calibration signal into the receiver front-ends.
3.2. Examples of Radar Systems
There are some technlca] system specifications, which prlncipa]ly apply for
all atmospheric/ionospheric radar systems. A block diagram of a typical trans-
mitter/receiver system of an MST radar Is shown in Fig. 33. It depicts the
design of the portable SOUSY Mini-VHF-Radar (46.8 MHz), which was operated at
the Arecibo Observatory in 1980. According to individual reduirements, many
variations and modifications of such a system can be done, but Fig. 33 describes
a generally basic design. The 120-MHZ slgnal of the main or _aster oscillator
(MO) is dlvlded by four to obtain a 30-MHz intermediate freauency (IF) which can
be mogulated (MD) in amplitude (RFC = RF _ontrol) and phase (FLP = flig). This
is to provide phase coding and DC-elimination (see Chapter 4 for more details).
A similar divider generates the 0o and 90 ° signals, which are necessary for qua-
draturedetection. The operational freauency 46.8 MHz is generated by mlxing (X)
with the !ocai gscillator (LO) signal at 76.8 MHz. It Is amplified In the _ranl-
mitrer (TX) and fed through the transmit-£eceive duplexer (TRX) to the antenne.
The signal received at 46.8 MHz is gated (RGT = recelver 9a_e), amplified in the
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SOUSY MINI VHF-RADAR MPAe-LINDAU
TRX RFC FLP
ARECIBO ANTENNA
J_1 CAL
Re Im RGT
Figure 33. Block diagram of the transmitter-receiver system of
the portable Mini SOUSY-VHF-Radar, which was used with the
Arecibo Observatory dish antenna for MST studies.
fecelver (RX), mixed with the LO-signal to an jntermedlate frequency (IF) of 30
MHz, and mixed down (X) to the baseband In the quadrature detector. The two
quadrature outputs, the real part (Re} and the i__maginary Dart (lm}, are low pass
filtered (LP) to match the receiver bandwidth to the bandwldth of the trans-
mitted pulse.
The transmitter peak power typically is between I KW and I MW for MST
radars with duty cycles up to several percent, while incoherent scatter radars
use duty cycles of some 10% and peak powers above I MW. The transmitter band-
width must cover the shortest pulse length of I Us (=2 MHz RF bandwidth}. The
transmitter Is normally operated in class-C mode to achieve an optimum effi-
ciency. Incoherent scatter radar transmitters use mostly hlgh power klystrons.
The recelver llnear]ty range usually exceeds 60 - 80 dB in order to avoid
saturation with strong clutter signals or in the case of large dynamic range
variations of the atmospherlc signal. The phase flip and the quadrature detec-
tion must be within less than a few degrees accuracy, and the amplitude ratio of
the quadrature components must not deviate from unlty by a few percent in order
not to distort the Doppler spectrum analysls. The stabllltv and the phase noise
of the oscillators is usually better than 10-4 Hz/ms to allow a good accuracy of
coherent detectlon. The receiver base-bandwidth (postdetection) has to be about
I MHz to provide the resolutlon of the shortest pulses of I Us. The intermediate
frequency bandwidth needs to be at least twice as large as the base-bandwidth.
Bessel filters are usually applled after the quadrature detector as low-Bass or
post-detection filter in MST radars, but Butterworth filters in IS radars.
The receiver noise figure of an MST VHF radar need not be better than a few
dB (some 100 K), since the sky noise level (> 1000 K) determines the senslti-
vity. A noise calibration s_gnal of 1000 K, say, should be injected into the re-
ceiver frontend in order to provide an absolute power calibration (whlch also
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needs a continuous monitoring of the transmitter power). However at higher
freauencles in the UHF band the sky noise is no more the determining factor as
can be seen from Fig. 34. Therefore above several 100 MHz (e.g. in case of the
incoherent scatter radars or for the UHF ST radars where the signal-to-noise
ratio is usually very low) the receiver frontend has to be carefully designed
for lowest equivalent noise temperatures. Usually system temperatures of several
ten Kelvin can be achieved at some incoherent scatter UHF radars. The sky nolse
(from galactic radio sources) changes as function of time of the day and antenna
pointing angle as depicted by Figs. 35 and 36 for freauencles of 64 MHz and
53.5 MHz, respectively. This changes the signal-to-noise ratio even if the
reflectivity of the radar volumes would be constant. The known variation of sky
noise and in particular the well known ephemeris and flux density of point-like
radio sources (e.g. Casslopeia or Cygnus) yleld on the other hand a well suited
means to calibrate antenna diagrams and antenna gains.
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Flgure 36. The dlurna] varlatlon of SKy nolse |evel on
30./31. August 1978 measured at the antenna of the
53.5-MHz SOUSY-VHF-Radar (52ON) In West Germany.
The equivalent nolse f_gure of OdB corresponds to
a system temperature of 290 Kelvin.
In Figs. 37, 38 and 39 we show more block dlagrams of three other radars,
the Poker Flat MST Radar operating on 50 MHZ, the MU radar operating on 46.5
MHZ, which Is used for MST as well as Incoherent scatter observations, and the
EISCAT radar systems, which operate as Incoherent scatter radars in the 933 MHz
and the 224 MHz bands. In Fig. 40 a block dlagram of a 915 MHZ wlnd brofller
radar and in Fig. 41 the block dlagram of the Areclbo bistatic S-band (2380 MHz)
CW-radar Is shown. The latter radar operates on 2380 MHz in phase-coded 9ont_nu-
ous _ave (CW) mode. The experienced reader w111 notlce several of the baslc
features in these schematic dlagrams whlch we nave mostly outllned In the tore-
going chapter. More technlcal details of these radars should be found ]ntne
relevant literature.
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Figure 37. Block dlagram of the PoKer Flat
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Figure 40. Block diagram of a 915-MHz Doppler radar
wind profiler (from FRISCH et al., 1986).
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Figure 41. Block diagram of the bi-static S-band (2380 MHz),
phase-coded CW (continuous wave) radar system used at the
Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Rico for high resolution
stratospheric turbulence studies (from WOODMAN, 1980).
4. RADAR SIGNAL ACQUISITION AND PREPROCESSING
The simplified schematics of radar systems, shown in Figs. 6a and 6b, are
used for a baslc explanation of the radar operation and data-acauisitlon proce-
dure. After we have brlefIy explained the lay-out of antennas, transmltters and
recelvers, in the last chapters we will now explain the formalism of a basic
coherent system, the Quadrature detection, the digital sampling as well as
subsequent data acaulsition and phase decodlng procedures. For more detalls see
WOODMAN and GUILLEN C1974), ROTTGER and SCHMIDT (1979), SCHMIDT et al., (1979),
CARTER et al., (1980), CLARK and CARTER (1980), SATO and WOODMAN (1982), RASTOGI
(1983), for instance. Since these signal processing steps are mostly done in
specially designed hardware processors, we now brlefly summarlze the unOerlylng
concepts.
4.1. Coherent Detection
The oscillator generates a signal s° at the angular frequency go = 2_fo
where fo : c/no is the center radar operation frequencY. A pulse train, gener-
ated by the radar controller, imposes a modulation to thls signal. After am-
plification in the transmitter (TX tn Figs. 6a and 6b) the radar signal
s(t) = act) exp(i(got + =(t))) (5)
is transmitted, where a(t) determines an amplitude modulatlon (by the pulse
train) and ¢(t) corresponds to a phase modulatlon (for coding), and i = v-1.
a(t) and ¢(t) are slowly varying as compared to got. The radar slgnal is scat-
tered/reflected from the radar volume and reaches the recelver (RX) via the same
or a separate antenna. Additlonally, noise (sky noise and interference) Is
received and adds to the radar echo.
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For simplifying the explanation we will assume for a while that the trans-
mitted signal s(t) is not modulated, 1.e. a(t)=const and =(t)=const, and the
echo results only from a small radar volume at a given range. The echo signal
s'(t) plus noise r(t), which are both band-limited because of the scattering
process and/or the receiver bandwidth, can be represented by
c'(t) = s'(t) + r(t) = a1(t)cos Qot + iaz(t)sin 9ot,
where al(t) and a2(t) are independent Gaussian variables in a pure scattering
process. The uncorrelated noise r(t) contributes only uncertainties to these
estimates. After linear amplification In the receiver, c'(t) is coherently
detected by multiplicatlve mixing with s° . After low-pass or post-detection
filtering (to eliminate high frequency components 2_o, which are generated
during the mixing procedure), this yields
c(t) = a+(t)cos e+(t) + ia÷(t)sln e*(t),
where a+(t) = (alZ(t) + a2Z(t))I/z/2, (6a)
B+(t) = arctan (a2(t)/a1(t)).
The phase 8*(t) = 9Dt - e'(t) iS given by the Doppler frequency go : -4EV'/flo,
which is due to the bulk motlon V' of the scatterers. The time variable phase
e'(t) = B(t) + _(t), where B(t) is caused by the fluctuations of the scatterers-
/reflectors in the radar volume. The amplitude a*(t) is a measure of the reflec-
tivity of the scatterlng/reflection process. These latter statements are only
valid if the noise contributions are separated from the slgnal. The coherently
detected complex slgnal (+ noise) can be expressed in the form
c(t) : x(t) + ly(t), (6b)
where the real part x(t) = a+(t) cos e+(t) is called the in-phase component, and
the Imaginary part y(t) = a+(t) sin e+(t} is called the quadrature component.
Both components, x and y, are called the quadrature component@. The Fourler
transform of c(t) is
[c(t)exp{-iQt)dt = R(g) + i_Q),A(Q) =
!
which yields the periodogram P(Q) = X2 + _2; it is often also called power or
Doppler spectrum. The measured P(_) is the convolution of the spectrum of the
refractive index or the reflectivity fluctuations in the radar volume with the
spectrum PT(Q) of the transmitted wave form (for the common case of pu]sed
transmlssions), multiplied by the bandpass characteristics PR(Q) of the recei-
ver. Since P(Q) is much narrower than the envelope of PT(Q) and P,(9) in MST
radar investlgatlons, these instrumental effects can mostly be disregarded.
However, in incoherent scatter applications the spectrum of the scatter process
PR(Q) is mostly wider than the envelope of PT(Q), which leads to the fact that
the instrumental effects of receiver and transmitter pulse bandwidth have to be
accounted for during the signal analysis.
4.2. Digital Sampling
We now take into account that the signal c(t) results from scattering and
reflectlon In certain altltude ranges. Frequently these signals which originate
from scatter or reflection of a transmitted radar slgna] are called "radar
echoes". We now have to note that the transmitted signal Is modulated in order
to resolve the range from where the radar echoes arrlve from. As sketched in
Figs. I and 2, the echoes from different ranges then occur at different tlmes at
the analog receiver output. In order to allow adapted slgnal processlng of
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Figure 42. Range-time-amplitude diagram of single-pulse
transmitter modulation and coherent MSl radar signals.
digitized data, the signal c(t) is sampled at discrete time intervals tk = k6t,
In the Bnalog-gigital converter (ADC). This is illustrated In Fig. 42, which
shows the amplitude variations of one of the Quadrature components of a coherent
MST radar signal as they could be monitored with an oscilloscope connected to
the output of the postdetection fllters, which follow the quadrature detectors.
The sequences n = 1,2,... can be assumed to represent successive oscilloscope
beam deflections (along the vertical axis), triggered by the leading edge of the
transmitter pulse. This pulse is strongly attenuated by receiver gating, as was
explained in the last chapter. It ls flipped in phase by 180 ° from one pulse to
the next (change from positive to negative amplitude), for the reason of De-
elimination (see details in the following Chapter 4.3). Corresponding to the
transmitter-pulse phase ¢, the slgn of the radar echo also changes from one to
the next interpulse period. For convenience the phase of the radar echo ls shown
here to be similar to the transmitter-pulse phase. The echo phase can take any
values, however, depending on the length of the phase path from the transmitter
to the radar volume and depending on the relative changes of the scatterers
within the radar volume.
On the vertical axis of Fig. 42 the time tk is given, which directly can be
converted to range by means of the definltions of Chapter 1.1. The sampling time
interval 6t= should be equal to the radar transmitter pulse length 5tt, since
this usually (in case of volume filling scatter) yields an optimum matching to
the range gate width or resolution 6r. However, in certaln cases when narrow
reflecting layers shall be resolved, shorter sampllng Intervals 5t m < 5t t can be
useful; this Is called "range oversampling".
The signal and the noise had passed the receiver and postdetection filters
and are therefore bandlimited. The response time of the receiver, which lS
approximately inversely proportional to the filter bandwidth, should also be
equal to 6t=, respectively 8tt. The subscript k of tk is the serial number of
the range gate with K = 0,1 ..... K-l, where k = 0 corresponds to the beginning
or a certain level of the transmitter pulse. Since the quadrature components are
digitally sampled, we can write equation (6b) in the form cw = Xk + tyk. We also
call ck the complex raw data samples.
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The number of sampling time steps between successive radar transmitter
pulses Is K, which is also the number of sampled range gates. The interpulse
period ls Tt=D = K 5tm. The cycle k = O, .... K-1 is repeated once wlth
k' = O, ..., K'-I wlth a reversed phase of the transmitter pulse. Both cycles,
denoted by k and k' twith k' 9 K and K' 9 K), determine one radar cycle 2.Ttpp
(note that here the radar cycle ts two times the interpulse perlod, because of
the introduced phase flip). The serlal number of radar cycles is glven by
n = 1,...,N. One radar burst ls determined by N radar cycles, which last for t,
= 2N T_pp. The generation of all pulse tralns, needed to control these cycles of
the transmitter and receiver-ADC-integrator system, is done in the radar con-
troller, as described In Chapter 5.
4.3. Coherent Integration and Preprocesslng
We will discuss here a standard preprocessing procedure of the pulse-to-
pulse technique applied with MST radars. The spectrum which one would obtain for
a coherent echo (MST radar) wlth the sampling rate T,pp ls very wide and mostly
contains high frequency nolse power. The signal power is confined to relatively
low frequencies only (f = 1/_= << 1/2TtpD), where tG is the slgnal coherence
tlme. It is evident therefore that low pass filtering of a coherent signal, done
before the spectrum analysis, will not change the signal characteristics but
eliminates high frequency noise contributions. The slmplest form of low pass
filtering is just the complex addition of the slgnal + noise samples over an
interval t4 << zc. A readily noticed effect of such an averaging over N inter-
pulse periods Is the reduction of the number of total samples by a factor 1/N.
We have to note that this processing step of coherent Integration cannot be
applied for incoherent signal processing, because the signal coherence time ls
shorter than the interpulse period. This also means that the described DC- and
clutter-elimination is not applicable for incoherent signals. The standard
procedure of autocorrelation function and spectrum computation, however, is
compatible in both applications.
Since the nolse (r) and the signal Is) are independent of each other, their
quadrature components add to Ckn : Ckn r + Ckns , where Ckn r ( = Xkn r + lykn r )
are the quadrature components of the noise and Ckn m those of the signal. A DC-
bias can result from a constant, instrumentally Introduced voltage at the recei-
ver output Ckn i , or due to radar clutter Ckn c _c]utter = echo from a tlXed
target). All these contributlons are additive:
Ckn : Ckn r + Ckn s + Ckn i + Ckn c,
we have to take into account that each radar cycle yields two samples per range
gate, namely k and k'. The samples of signal and c]utter are shifted by 180 °
from k to k' because the phase ¢(t) of the transmitter was flipped by 180 °
(change ¢(t) by 180 ° in equations (5) and (6)). This can be accounted for by
changing the slgn of Ck'n when averaging
N
1
Ck,k' = _ Z (Ckn - Ck'n)
n=1
N
I
-- -- Z (Ckn r -- Ck'n r + Ckn s -- Ck'nll + Cknl - Ck'n_ + Cknc -- Ck'ncJ.
N
n=l
Since for the Instrumental DC-bias Ckn i = Ck'n _, It IS ellmlnated by averaglng.
Thls is called lnstrumental-DC elimlnatlon (DC = g_rect gurrent, better to say:
constant voltage contribution}.
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Becauseof the transmitter phase flip, we flnd that: ckn = : - Ck'n = and
Ckn c : - Ck'n ¢ . Since the noise is independent from one to the next Interpulse
period, a change in sign of cwn r does not change its statlstlcal properties. We
thus obtain, since k' : k:
N
2
Ck = _ Z (Ckn r ÷ Ckn s ÷ Ckn c ) (7)
n=l
This averaging, commonly called "prelntegration" or better "coherent integra-
tion", has become a standard process In MST radar operations. It ylelds cohe-
rently integrated data samples cw1 (1=I ..... L) at the time
tl = 2-I-N-K-6t=
for the coherent integration period tl = 2-N.K-6t= = 2-NT_Dp.
If the summation In equation (7] extends over a time period tl = 2.N-Tipp,
which is much longer than 6t=, the high-frequency noise contribution vanlshes.
For a coherent integration period tL = 2-L-N-Tipp, with (L >>N), which is much
longer than zE, the signa] contribution approaches zero since it is fading in
amplitude and phase. Only the clutter contribution
L
I
Ck c : [ _ Ckl
I=I
remains, since it is constant in amplitude and phase. This can be used to elimi-
nate the clutter component by means of a dlgltal high pass filter operation: Ckl
= Ckl - Ckc. This operation ls called clutter-OC elimination, and is done after
the coherent integration.
For the coherent integration given by equation (7), the number N of added
samples has to be selected carefully. It is evident that the Integration period
has to be much shorter than the typical time scale of signal variations due to
the fluctuating scatter process as well as due to the frequency changes resul-
ting from the bulk motions of the scattering or reflecting medium. The advantage
is, however, that the processing can be made very efficient slnce only additions
(subtractions) but no multiplication of the raw data series with a weighting
function are necessary. It ls also requlred that the real part x and the imagi-
nary part y of the detected signal are correctly in quadrature (orthogonal).
Ideally they must be phase-shifted by exactly 90 ° and must have equal amplitudes
on the average, otherwise a distortion of the Doppler spectrum results. Accu-
racies of less than a few degrees phase difference and less than a few percent
amplitude difference are tolerable, however, and can be obtained by proper hard-
ware adjustment.
The coherent integration of the quadrature components, formulated by equa-
tion (7), is normally done in a digital preprocessor, called adder or integra-
tor. Since this coherent integration is a low pass filter process it can be done
also in an analogue filter, such as the clutter elimination which Is a notch or
high pa_s filter operation. Obviously the digital processing Is much more versa-
tile and flexible. Both analogue and digital preintegration reduce the number of
data samples by some orders of magnitude, and compress the huge data flow from
the ADCs to make it manageable for the host computer. This Is the evident advan-
tage of this preintegration process. We have to note, however, that this cohe-
rent integration process looses its advantages for hlgher frequency (>500-I000
MHz) radar applications. The reason is that the slgnal coherence time Is In-
versely proportional to the radar operating frequency and consequently the
coherent integration time has to be reduced. It is often thought that this
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process of coherent integration also increases the signal-to-noise ratlo since
the voltages of the coherent slgnal but the power of the incoherent noise add.
This leads to an improvement of the signal-to-noise (power) ratio by the factor
N, since the nolse bandwidth ls reduced by the factor l/N, whereas the signal
bandwidth ramalns unchanged. If one reasonably defines the noise In such a way
that its bandwidth is equal to the slgnal bandwidth (e.g., ROTTGER and LARSEN,
1989), the coherent integration process only reduces the wide noise bandwidth to
the acceptable limit close to the signa] bandwidth, and the signal-to-noise
ratio does not change by this coherent integration. The advantage of the coher-
ent integration process is still the essential reduction of the number of raw
data samples, without giving away information on the signal.
k=K
k=O
Figure 43. Range-time-amplitude diagram of a long-pulse
IS radar modulation and incoherent slgnals.
This kind of coherent integration used in the pulse-to-pulse technique
cannot be applied for incoherent scatter signals, because the signal coherence
time is shorter than the lnterpulse perlod, and thus the preprocessing needs to
be done differently as was principally explained already in Fig. 3. For clear-
ness the same example of an Incoherent slgnal (Fig. 43) ls drawn In the same
manner as for the coherent MST radar signal (Fig. 42). We notlce In Fig. 43 the
"incoherence" from one to the next lnterpulse period, which leads to the fact
that the correlation-function and spectrum analysis has to be done wlthin one
tnterpulse perlod and the ACFs and spectra then are Integrated subsequently. The
Fig. 43 shows that a fairly tong pulse is sttil needed to obtain samples for the
longest lag of the autocorrelatton function (ACF) in order to achteve the neces-
sary frequency resolution. Thls obviously deteriorates the range/altitude re-
solution. To overcome this problem, so-called multi-pulse modulation is applied,
and is explained In Fig. 44. This modulation is most efficiently applied by
modulating different frequency channels F1-F6 (within the passband of the trans-
mitter and receiver) in order to fill the gaps between the sub-pulses of this
pulse pattern. This increases the average power to the maximum allowable level,
but needs a particular multi-frequency channel design of transmitter and recei-
ver. To tmprove the range resolution further the subpuises can be Barker-coded.
Such a multi-pulse multi-frequency Barker-code scheme is successfully used in
the EISCAT incoherent scatter radar systems (e.g.. TURUNEN, 1986).
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Figure 44. Multi-pulse multi-frequency-channel pulse pattern used
in incoherent scatter applications to improve the range reso-
lution and allow measurements of the lag products of the signal
autocorrelation function for the temporal lag indices j = I to 6
(after TURUNEN, 1986).
The application of this modulation scheme as well as the successlng "alter-
nating code scheme" has become standard praxis in incoherent scatter work as has
the "complementary code scheme" in the MST radar work. We will explain the
latter coding scheme after we have briefly outlined some basic formulations of
the correlation analysis, which is applied in principle also in the decoding
procedures. Again we have to consider that most of the described preprocesslng
can be done by specially designed digital hardware.
4.4. Correlation and Spectrum Analysis
After the preprocesslng by appropriate coherent integration (for coherent
signals) or immediate correlation function processing (for incoherent signals)
one usually deducts specific signal parameters, such as signal power, Doppler
shift and spectrum width. Usually these are the standard parameters In MST
applications, whereas in incoherent scatter applications more information Is
extracted from the spectral shape (see BARON. 1977) by special fitting routines.
Before doing this, one has to eliminate the noise which is remaining within the
bandwidth given by the signal. The elimination of the noise and further signal
processing can be done in the time domain by correlation (covariance) function
analysis or in the frequency domain by spectrum analysis. These data processing
steps, which follow the hardware preprocesslng, can be suitably done by speci-
ally designed software in real time 1_ the host computer or off ltne In separate
computers by reading the data from tape. In incoherent scatter applications
usually the correlation function computations are done In a special purpose
hardware correlator, whereas in MST radar applications the essential preprocess-
ing procedures, which need special hardware, are the coherent Integration and
decoding. In the latter case further processing to obtain the ACFs or spectra
need to be done after the preprocesslng.
Since the covarlance function and the power spectrum are Fourler transforms
of each other, both contain the same relevant information. Dependlng on the
purpose and the feasibility of the analysis, either of both approaches, Is used
in practice (RASTOGI and WOODMAN, 1974; WOODMAN and GUILLEN, 1974; Hagfors,
1977; ROTTGER and SCHMIDT, 1979; SCHMIDT st a1., 1979; CARTER et el., 1980;
CLARK and CARTER, 1980; SATO and WOODMAN, 1980; RASTOGI, 1983).
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The complex autovarlance function of the Quadrature components c(t) is
9(I) = [ c(t)'c*(t + I)dt,
where z is the temporal displacement, and the * denotes the complex con.iugate.
In digital form
L-j
1
Rw(_j) = --- I Ck1"C*k1+) = CkI'C'wI+), with j=O ..... J-I and J i L,
L-j l=l
where j is the lag index defining the lag rj. For a fixed range k, we find cl =
xl + iyl, and the covariance function becomes
R(Tj) : (xlxi+)+ylYl,3) + i(xl+jyl-xlyl+_)
: Rr(r3) + i Ri(r3),
or R(Tj)= IR(  >Iexp(i(TJ)),
with IR[ = (Rr2+R_2)* and ¢ = arctan (R_/Rr).
In radar applications the term correlation function Is often used for R(z_)
instead of covariance functlon. The correct definition of the correlation func-
tion q(z)) is given by the normalized covariance function:
9(1:3) = R(z3)/ R(O).
As well as the autocorrelation function of the series c(t) we also compute
cross-correlation functions for two different series, cl(t) and c2(t), in the
spaced antenna applications and use their modulus in the drift analysis and
their phase and amplitude in the Interferometer analysis. In a principally
similar way also cross spectra are computed from two time series.
The power spectrum is the Fourier transform of 9(T). weighted by W(T):
P(Q) : [ W(z)g(r) exp(-iQi)dI
or in digital form:
J-1
I
Pw(Qm) = J Z Wj Rkj exp(-iomjti),
j=0
where Wj Is an arbitrary weighting functlon (e.g., W_ = J-_ for all j, etc.) and
om = m _/J - t_: m : 0 ..... J. The length of the Integration tlme interval is
t_ : 2-N-T_pp in the case of a coherent slgnal. For an incoherent signal, t_
corresponds to the time interval over which lag samples of the ACF are collec-
ted.
4.5. Phase Coding
Another preprocessing step which is generally similar to preintegration is
the decoding procedure. The principal reason for applying coding/decoding (pulse
compression) is to achieve a maximum average power at optimum resolution and
maximum unambiguous range. A fairly low duty cycle of 0.1% and hence a low
sensitivity would for instance result from using a single pulse of I Us duration
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(Sr = 150 m) and an interpulse period of 1000 gs (r=ax = 150 km). Increasing the
pulse length to 32 Ms would lncrease the duty cycle to 3.2_, but deteriorate the
range resolution to 4.8 km. The range resolution of 150 m can still be achieved
by phase-coding the transmitter pulse In tlme (lag) increments of, say 1 US. The
decoding has to be done by cross correlating the received complex time series ck
(separately for real and imaginary part) with the transmitted code s=:
M-1
Ck*' = Z Ck*+m Sm (8)
m=O
where H Is the length of the code and kt corresponds to the range gate k at lag
zero where the correlation functton Ck*' has a maxlmum. Thus, the decodlng ls
nothing else but an integration of the stgnal amplitudes over several range gate
samples, which are multiplied by the weighting factor s=.
The simplest and most versatile phase coding scheme is the binary code,
where the phase is flipped between the two states -1(=0 ° ) and +1(=180°). Since
here the weights s. are +1 or -1, the multiplication needed In the decoding
process reduces to an addition/subtraction operation. For thts reason the decod-
Ing can be done in a preprocessor slmilar to a hardware preintegrator, or the
Integrator/decoder can even be one unit. as we will outline in Chapter 5. Note
that the decoding has to be done for the amplitudes, since these contatn the
phase Information An advantage In MST radar applications ts also that the deco-
ding/integration processes are interchangeable, which reduces the number of
operations by about two orders of magnitude (e.g., WOODMANeta]., 1980).
The best codes for radar applications obviously are those where the range
sidelobes of the correlation function (8) at k* _ k are a mintmum. Reasonable
sidelobe suppression is achieved with Barker codes, where the phases are flipped
in a sequence (e.g., +++++--++-+-+ for the 13-baud Barker code). The correlation
function is 13,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0.1,0,1. The best range sidelobe suppression,
achievable with a Barker code, is M-1. The reason ls that these sldelobes con-
rain power from other range gates k* _ k, which cause ambiguities. The sidelobes
of the code extend out to ranges M.St= on both sldes of the center peak. Since
the codes cannot be infinitely long, because the mtnimum range ts extended with
the length of the code (which obviously Increases the mtnlmum range from where
echoes can be received), the sidelobe suppression of Barker codes is limited. A
good sidelobe suppression ts for instance needed if strong echoes occur only In
a limited number of range gates.
A better sldelobe suppression can be gained by application of quasi-random
codes, which however need decoding before the preintegration as well as to
transmit a lon9 sertes of different code sequences. Also alternating codes
appear useful In incoherent scatter applications (e.9., LEHTINEN and HAGGSTROM,
1987). The most suitable codes for MST radar work are the complementary codes
(e.g., SCHMZDT et al., 1979), which theoretically have no sidelobes. A comple-
mentary code consists of a pair of two code sequences sl and s2. These have the
property that their correlation function sidelobes are exactly equal, but oppo-
site In slgn. Normally both code sequences are transmitted at one and the next
tnterDulse pertod, and the range samples of these two periods are arelntegrated
and decoded separately. The coherent addition of the decoded sequences then
yields the total elimination of the stdelobes (k* _ k) if the stgnal is coherent
from one to the next lnterpulse period. The zero lag value k* = k contains the
total signal amplitude. As an example the 8-baud complementary code pair A,B:
sl = A = +++-++-+ and s2 = B = +++---+-
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yield the correlation functions:
cl = 8,-1,0,3,0,1,0,1 and c2 = 8,1,0,-3,0,-1,0,-1
and the addition yields:
Cl + C2 = 16,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.
The peak value of this decoded function at k= = k is 2M. There is still the
shortcoming of a long code, that it extends the shortest observable range. This
can be overcome by transmitting a sequence of a complementary code and a short
slngle pulse in one radar cycle. In Fig. 45 the range-time-amplitude diagram for
the simplest 2-baud complementary code wlth additional phase-flip for instrumen-
tal DC-elimination is shown. All these decoding preProcesslng steps are most
suitably done in a special purpose hardware integrator-decoder. For coding
purposes, the hardware radar controller needs to generate the necessary ampli-
tude and phase control pulse tralns for the transmitter.
k=0
5 ..f_
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Figure 45. Range-time-amplitude diaqram of a two-baud
complementary code modulation with DC-Dhase flip
used in MST radar applications.
5. RADAR CONTROL AND DATA ACQUISITION
We will here briefly describe the basic system units which are needed to
process the digitized data In terms of coherent integration, correlatlon func-
tion computation and decoding as well as the principle lay-out of a radar
controller.
We first describe in Fig. 46 the basic lay-out of an integrator or adder.
The data from the ADC are range-gate by range-gate stored into memorv. According
to equation (7), the data from one interpulse periods are added onto the corre-
sponding data from the successive Interpulse period in the arithmetic-loglc-unit
(ALU). This is recurrently done as long as the integration period is chosen,
i.e. the number of interpulse periods preselected for the coherent integratlon
(controlled through the host computer). After the completion of the integration
cycle, the coherently integrated data are dumped via the direct-memory-access
(DMA) to the host computer.
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Figure 46. Block diagram of an
integratoriadOer Dreprocessor
for coherent signal acquisition.
The coherent integration can also De done in the same unit as is used for
decod]ng and the corre]atlon function computation is done, Both the correlation
and the decoding operation consist of a mu]tip]lcatlon and an &dditlon cycle,
where the former neeQs complex processing and the ]atter needs to be done for
the Quadrature components separately. In Table 3 we have outlined the prlnciDle$
of the computation of corre]ation function, decoding and Coherent integration In
a graphic form, which should allow better understanding of the hardware configu-
ration sketched in the dlagram of Fig. 47.
TABLE 3
COHPUTAT]ON OF CORRELATION FUNCTION I DECODINGI COHERENT INTEGRATION
j =
J
J-I
J-2
J-3
m
m
m
2
I
1=0 1 2 3
I
l-I L
CA)
(B)
Data Series C l
(range Ik) or time (l))
Correlation Function:
Rj = I CI.CI+ j (lag j)
t
Decoding:
C1 : _ CI+ m Sm (l:k)
5-baud Barker code
Integration:
= (l=klC l E CI n
a
I01
The square blocks in Table 3 indicate data samples at range or time gates.
The samples in the first row are supposed to be the original data. The hatched
part of the diagram indicates data samples which are accessible at a register
through which the original data are shifted. The correlation function is com-
puted according to the formula A in Table 3. To compute the zero lag, the range
(time) samples of the first (unhatched) row with indices j=J and its replica in
the last row j:0 are multiplied for each range or time label l, and then all
products are summed up over I. To obtain the first lag, the last but one series,
which is delayed by one sample with respect to the last row, is multiplied and
added in the same way. According to this algorithm all the following lags are
computed. In praxis, the last lag is computed first, since the data sample at
j=J-I is available first after the original data series had been shifted by one
in a shift register (see explanation of Fig. 4T on the next page).
In a very similar way the decoding is performed (formula B in Table 3),
since it comprises a cross-correlation function computation which can be per-
formed by the same hardware setup. The only difference to the correlation func-
tion computation is, that instead of the data time series the code is used in
the delayed data series. In the example of Table 3 a 5-baud Barker code is
shown. It is to be noted, that the first completely decoded data point is avail-
able only after 5 steps of j at J-5, when the 5 bauds of the code are completely
existent in the shift register (for longer codes of course the corresponding
longer delays have to be considered). The combination (i.e., multiplication and
addition according to the formula B) of series j=J-5 with j=J yields the decoded
value at l=0. As another example for instance J:0 with j=J yields the decoded
sample at I=3. Note that a further shift than given by l=O does not allow the
OUADRAI._
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Figure 47. Block diagram of a hybrid version
of a correlator-decoder-integrator.
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complete decoding unless the data time series j=J is further extended beyond 8
samples in this example. In praxls this means that always a data set has to be
available which is longer than a single data series by number Lc, where Lc ls
the number of bauds in a code minus one. Decoding of complementary codes is done
in principally the same way, but as a final step the two cross-correlation
functions resulting from the decoding of code sl and its complement sz have to
be added. The coherent integration ts simply done, according to formula C in
Table 3, in the same hardware processor by just adding the samples for each 1
(or k) separately over a preselected number of interpulse periods.
We have to note that all these procedures have to be done separately for
the real part as well as for the imaginary part of the Quadrature components.
For convenience we explain only the integration, decoding and correlation func-
tion computation for a single component.
In Fig. 47 we show a block diagram of such a described hybrid "correlator-
decoder-integrator". We admit that other realizations may be more practicable,
but this layout should show that such a hybrid processor is feasible In prin-
ciple. The different modes can be understood by following the paths which are
selected by different multiplexer positions. In the integrator mode the multi-
plexer A (MUX A) is connecting ports 1 and 3, multiplexer B ports 2 and 3,
multiplexer C ports 1 and 3 and multiplexers D1 and D2 provide that each multi-
plier is connected to the correct range gate. The data are transferred from the
buffer memory to the multipliers, where the sign is changed according to the
corresponding phase flip of the transmitter pulse. The multiplier of course
could be eliminated if provision would be made to allow also subtractions in the
adder. For each range gate the data are added in the accumulator, from where
they are multiplexed into the result memory after the specified number of cohe-
rent integrations. Depending on the size of the result memory several sets of
coherently integrated data are stored and afterwards dumped to the main compu-
ter.
For correlation function computations the multiplexers have to be in the
positions A: i-3, B: I-3 and C: I-3. The main part of the correlator is the
shift register by which the data series is shifted according to the lag indices
of the decoding or correlation function. Each data sample of the shifted series
is then multiplied with the data sample of the non-shifted data series. For
decoding the shifted data series is the code. and for auto-correlation computa-
tion the shifted series is the same unshifted data series. After this multipli-
cation the data are accumulated, i.e, summed up, and after completion of the
correlation analysis dumped into the result memory from where they are transfer-
red into the host computer. The correct selection of .the lag products and their
redistribution to the result memory is again provided by multiplexers DI and D2.
For decoding of the original data series, the multiplexer A is in position
2-3, multiplexer B in position I-3, end multiplexer C in position i-3. The
original data are existent at the multipliers and according to the position of
the code in the shift register, the decoding is performed by multiplication. If
the multiplexer A is in position 2-3, B in I-3 and C in 2-3 a coherently inte-
grated sample set could be also decoded in the same processor and afterwards
dumped to the computer. It is noted that also a correlation function computation
of decoded as well as coherently integrated data could be possible if the pre-
processed data are fed back by multiplexer C in position 2-3 to the result
memory. Although the described layout of a multi-purpose integrator-decoder
correlator explains the three main processing procedures of MST and IS radars
and the solution looks feasible, it may in praxls be more realistic to use three
separate units for integration, decoding and correlation function / spectrum
analysis.
PRP
TRX
]XP
FLP
FRI
FR2
RGT
LOP
RIA
ADC
SGN
CAL
__T----q
_--I
TABLE 4
RADAR CONTROL
cycle I
n
F-------1
F--l_rl
cycle 2
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ANT
AUX Fl n
PRP= prepuise (trigger)
TRX= transmitter-receiver duplexer
TXP = transmitteron
FLP = phaseFlip (coding)
FRI = frequency I
FR2 = frequency 2
ANT = antennacontrol
RGT = receivergatingon
LOP = localoscillatorprotecton
RIA = resetintegratoraddress
ADC = analog-digitalconversion
SGN = sign For integration
CAL = calibration(noiseinjection)
AUX = au=iliary
All the tlming control of the outlined procedure results from the radar
controller or system synchronizer, which of course also generates the control
pulses for the transmitter, the receiver and the ADC. A typical example of pulse
trains of control pulses, which are generated by the digital radar controller,
is demonstrated in the example of Table 4. Followlng a pre-pulse [PRP), which is
used to to trigger external control or monltor devices, the transmlt-£ecelve
duplexer (TRX) is switched on, followed by a £eceiver gate pulse (RGT) and the
pulse to turn off the local oscillator (LOP). Then the switch on of the trans-
mitter Eadio frequency is £ontrolled (RFC), which is phase flipped _FLP) between
0o to 180o for codlng. The analogue-digital-converter starts sampling (ADC)
after RFC off and the TRX, RGT and LOP have opened the receiver and after the
£eset of the _ntegrator _ddress (RIA) has taken place. At certain range gates a
calibration signal [CAL) is injected. The whole sequence is repeated after one
interpulse period when only the phase flip is Inverted (for DC-ellmlnation). For
application of the complementary coding scheme a second double pulse code (con--
sistlng of the complementary pattern) is transmltted, and this radar cycle is
repeated N times to yield one radar burst. Additionally, different frequencles
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(FR.) and pulses for antenna control (ANT) and other purposes can be generated,
which can change from one to the next lnterpulse period or radar burst. In more
advanced systems multichannel receivers and ADCs are used (e.g. spaced antenna
parallel processing (e.g. ROTTGER, 1981)).
The MST radar operation, which is synchronized and which is usually started
and stopped by external clock control (in the host computer), takes place in
several nested sequences : (1) the radar cycle, i.e. the transmission of one
code unit of radar pulses with preselected duration and the sampling of the real
and Imaginary signal at preselected range gates (e.g. 128). (2) the integration
cycle (burst), i.e. the repetition and coherent integration of an externally
selected number of radar cycles. (3) record cycle, i.e. the repetition of a
preselected number of integration cycles (e.g. 64) to form one total record
which is stored in memory. Together with the time and other system parameter
information (such as the radar controller program etc.) the data record is then
dumped via the computer to file or magnetic tape.
All the control sequences for the radar system are generated by the radar
controller, of which a basic block diagram is shown in Fig. 48. The computer
loads the instructions, which pulses should be generated and for how long these
should be switched on (duration) as well as how many interpulse periods should
be coherently integrated, into the radar controller memory. The computer can via
the real-time clock start and stop the radar controller. Further interlocks,
either via the computer or other fast hardware devices, inhibit under certain
failure conditions radar controller pulses in order to protect the radar system
from malfunctions or damage if transmitter pulsing would be during the receiving
phase.
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Figure 48. Block diagram of a radar controller or system synchronizer.
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It is generally found that 8-bit ADCs are sufficiently matched to the line-
arity range of the receivers (> 60 dB). If strong clutter slgnals are present
the capacity must eventually be extended to >12 bit or a range-dependent attenu-
ation has to be used. Applying an 8-bit ADC and a 16-bit integrator allows to
add samples from at least N = 256 radar cycles in one channel. If more samples
would have to be added, the adder and result memory word length would have to be
extended. The dump could still be at 16-bit word length if a scaler would be
used to scale down the result data according to the number of integrations. The
preintegration time for 256 integrations would be t_ = 2N.T_p, = 128 ms for TzPP
= 250 Ws, corresponding to a maximum unambiguous range of 37.5 km and a maximum
resolvable radial velocity of 12 ms -I (fo=ax = 4 Hz). Applying a 4-bit comple-
mentary code and a 300-m range resolution would result in _ transmitter duty
cycle of about 3%.
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Figure 49. Block diagram of a m_uulti-channel finite-impulse response
filter and i_nntegrator (MUFFIN) under development as preprocessor
for particular coding schemes applied at the EISCAT radars.
There exist many more sophisticated data preprocessing units at several
radars and it cannot be in the scope of this lecture to describe those in de-
tail, as it was not possible to line-out all the different variations of the
transmitter-receiver-antenna systems. We finally would only like to add the
block diagram (in Fig. 49) of a multi-channel finite-impulse-response filter and
integrator which is presently under design at the EISCAT radar facilities and
shall be used for on-line preprocessing (integration, decoding, correlation
computation and radar control) of incoherent scatter and coherent scatter data
(POSTILA, 1988, personal communication).
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6. AN OVERVIEW ON SOME RADAR SYSTEMS AND THEIR TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
Descriptions of the early VHF radar systems were given by WOODMAN and
GUILLEN (1974). GREEN etal. (1975), CZECHOWSKY et el. (1976), ROTTGER et el.
(1978), BALSLEY et el. (1980), and design considerations were summarlzed by
BALSLEY (1978a,b), GAGE and BALSLEY (1978) and BALSLEY and GAGE (1982). More
recent developments and technical details were described for instance by
CZECHOWSKY et el. (1984), KATO et el. (1984), ROTTGER (1984), STRAUCH et el.
(1984), FUKAO et el. (1985a,b), FRISCH et el. (1986), ECKLUND et at. (1988) and
ROTTGER and LARSEN (1989).
We present in Table 5 the technical parameters of the MU radar (Middle and
upper atmosphere radar) of the Radio Atmospherlc Science Center of the Kyoto
University (from FUKAO et el., 1985a,b), in Table 6 the basic parameters of a
405 MHz wind profiler radar (from FRISCH et el., 1986), in Table ? the prlmary
system specifications for an operational wind profiler (from UNISYS, 1987) are
repeated, which is supposed to be used In meteorologlcal routlne appllcatlons.
In Table 8 the basic parameters of the EISCAT incoherent scatter radar systems
operating in the 933 MHz and 224 MHz bands are summarlsed. We then display in
Table 9 a most complete list of all the MST, ST and incoherent scatter radars as
well as some wind profiler systems. Finally we show in Fig. 50 photos of a few
well known research radar facilities.
TABLE 5
BasicParametersof theNU (Niddleand UDDerAtmosphere(Radar
Operatedby theRadioAtm0sohereScienceCenter of t_eKy0t0University
(from FUKAOet el., 1gBSaob)
LOCATION
RADARSYSTEN
OPERATIONALFREQUENCY
ANTENNA
Beamwidth
Steerability
Beamdirections
Polarlzations
TRANSNITTER
PeakDower
Average power
Bandwidth
IPP
RECEIVER
Bandwidth
Dynamicrange
IF
A/Dconverter
PULSECONPRESSION
Shigaraki, Shig8, Japan
(34,B5ON,13B,10eE)
monostatlc pulse radar:
active phasedarray systel
46,5 NHz
clrcu]ararrayof 475crossedYagis
aperture8330iz (103m dlazoter)
3.6o (oneway:halfpowerforfullarray)
ateerlngis completedin eachIPP
1657:0o-308off-zenithangle
linearandclrculer
415spied state amplifiers
(TR |odulms:each with outputpower
of LA kWpeekand 120 N average)
INW (maximum)
50 kW Iduty cycle of 5S)Imax_euel
I.B5NHz tmmxlmum)
(pulse width: 1-512 Us varllbtel
400 us CoBBJs (veriab/el
I,BBNHz (maximum)
70 dB
S NHZ
12 bltsx B channels
binary phasecoding up to 32 elelonte,
Barkerand colplHentary codes
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Figure 50. Photos of radar observatories:
J1camarca/Peru, Arecibo/Puerto Rico,
SOUSY/West Germany, Poker Flat/Alaska,
MU Radar/Japan, EISCAT/Norway.
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